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SAJN 1 A rJi JNEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, MAY 17, 1904.
LOWDEN IN THE LEAD.

ROOSEVELT

Yates Men Vote for
Thus Breaking the Deadlock
Illinois Convention.

Twenty-si-

THE CHOICE

x

HIONOHIENTS

HljVG EDWARD

PRISONERS

OH

miNINB GLHimS

Him
in

NO. 75.

DESIRES PEACE
IN THE FAi EAST

To Govern in Issue of Patents and in
Law Passed By Congress
Suits,

BREAK JAIL

Springfield, Ills.. May 17 Conferen
Last Session.
ces to break the deadlock in the ReThree Men Confined at Puerto
publican state convention
seeming
The following law providing that
de Luna Saw the Bars With
fruitless, the delegates today faced Cie
hereafter monuments erected by Uni
An Old Knife.
prospect of further stubborn balloting.
ted States mineral deputy surveyors on
J. H. Neville of the Yates campaign
milling claims while making surveys,
committee said no agreement between
shall govern in disputes and patents
Yates and any other candidates
had
of mining claims, passed within the THE JAILERS NEGLIGENT
been reached but that if the balloting
last days of the recent session of ConCORTELYOU IS THE MAN failed to produce results before 4
gress, will be found of great interest
o'clock this afternoon, further reports
to locators, miners and mining
men One of the Escaped Men is Charges
would be made to get the candidates
is
therethe
and
With Murder, the Other Two With
throughout'
Territory
Said to Have Been Selected by the together. The outlook was that tin
fore herewith published:
Horse Stealing.
less Yates should be beaten by the
President for National Chairman
Be it enacted by the Senate
and
to which both Lovvden
combination
lui-teHouse
of
of
the
Representatives
and to Manage the Coming
and Deneen were parties, the deadStates of America In Congress as
Prisoners confined in the jail at
Campaign.
lock would continue indefinitely.
sembled. That section twenty-thre- e
Puerto de I. una succeeded in maktns
The first ballot today showed gains
hundred and twenty-seveof the re- their escape on Thursday night
for Lowden when 26 Yates men voted
vised statutes o. the United States be. last weel;. The jailers who were suj
Washington, D. C May 17 During for
the former. Vote: Lowden 452.
and the same is hereby, amended to posed to be guarding the prisoners,
the past week President Roosevelt
Yates 437, Deneen 382. Hamlin 111,
left the jail in charge of other guards
7ft
read as follows:
national
to
the
gainer!
delegates
Warner 44. Sherman 51, Pierce 21.
St. Louis. May 17 Sir Hugh
"Sec. 2327, The description of vein one of whom was merely a boy. The
the field had been foretold before hosconvention, making in all 470
or lode claims upon surveyed lands prisoners were evidently ar work for
Ried. president of the World's tilities began.
now instructed for him. The list
" The ultimate
Press Parliament in an interview today
was in- JEWISH HOSPITAL
of uninstructed
delegates
triumph of the Japan- shall designale the location of the some days previous to the escape, tor
claims with reference to the lines of the only Implement they had was a
said that King Rdward is seeking to ese on both land and sea is unanimouscreased from 108 to 176. Roosevelt
end hostilities in the Far East. He ly predicted." he said. "Then a great the public survey, but not conform saw. made from an old case knife and
made gaina in the states of Alabama.
IN DENVER said: "Edward is
for peace. He did calm will come over the entire world therewith: but Where patents have With it they succeeded
in
Illinois, Louisiana, Michigan. Marycutting
noi like to see the war between Japan as a result of the pricking of the Rus- been or shall be issued for claims up- through the bars in the corridor. The
land. Arkansas, Connecticut. Missouri.
Nebraska and Ohio. During the pres- Of the Many Patients With Tubercu and Russia begin and he wishes to see sian 'bubble' that is to say, it will be on unsurveyed lands, the surveyors-general- , escaped prisoners are: Delfldo Dufajt,
in extending the public sur- charged with murder, Pat .Mason with
it brought to an end as soon as possi demonstrated that Russian prowess is
ent week the remaining delegates will
losis Treated in the Institution
shall
ble.
! not so much to be feared
new
hen
the
ambassa-British
vey,
as
adjust the same to the horse stealing. Francisco Salas. horse
be elected to the national convention
several
Only Four Have Died.
dor went to St. Petersburg he carried governments formerly believed. This boundaries of said patented claims as stealing. Mason had been arrested in
as the iitet must be reported to the
w
has also exposed the frightful rot- they are officially established upon the Alamogordo recently and brought to
national secretary 80 days before the
Pittsburg. Pa., May 17 The Jewish a message from the King to the Czar
ocbe
tenness that exists in the Russian ground. Where patents have issued the county jail at Puerto de Luna at
that
of
convention
which
peace
the
brought
National
Association for Consump- suggesting
meeting
curs Sn Chicago on June 21.
tives with a hospital at Denver, Colo- about. This message has greatly in navy. Our naval officers have known for mineral lands, those lands only a heavy expense by Deputy Charles
William R. Hearst during the past rado, met during the past week at the creased the popularity of the King with for a long time thai of all the money shall be segregated and shall be deem Chase of Lincoln County. The Bherifl
thai, has been appropriated for naval ed to be patented which are bounded has wired to neighboring counties and
week has gained twelve additional Hotel Henry in this city and the ses- the masses in England."
equipment not more than half has by the lines actually marked, defined, is making every effort in his power to
delegate- - to the Democratic national sion was largely attended by members
New Chwang Evacuated.
been devoted to the objects for which and established Upon the ground by the recapture ihe prisoners.
convention and Judge Parker 28. The from different parts of the east. The
New
Chwang, May 16 Monday it was given. The other half has gone monuments of the official survey upon
Democratic convention of the District treasurer reported that up to date the
The
Russian evacuation of this lh,o the
night
of Columbia chose six uninstructed association
pockets of the men who hand- which the patent grant is based, and
had received $250,000;
reOFFICIAL MATTERS.
in executing subseled it. It is a case of China over again. surveyors-genera- l
The $15,000 was in the treasury, and that city is now complete. Nothing
delegate-- ' to the convention.
mains
but
of
the
the
destruction
gun- Our
whether
conven
officers
quent
surveys,
do
upon
men
this
to
not
see
bolted from
patent
Hearst
army
expect
$50,000 more was needed to carry on
tion after failing to control the ruling the work. A. Lippman of Pittsburg, boat SivOuch, which, it is expected, the war last nearly as long as has surveyed or unsurveyed lands, shall be
Appointed Postmaster.
will take place early in the morning. been
elsewhere in Europe. governed accordingly. The said monT. W. Henley has been appointed
of the ch&ir on a disputed primary donated $1,000 as a memorial to his
predicted
inuments shall at all times constitute postmaster at Nogal. Lincoln. County.
The rump convention parents, and Jacob and Morris Kauf- The Associated Press has received au- Russia is not fighting against a
regulation.
She is against brains, the highest authority as to what land
chose six delegates instructed for man gave $1,000 to establish a bed in formation from highest Russian
Homestead Entry.
people.
that the Japanese advance will
modern enuinment
and spnsnnprt nnH is patented, and in case of any conflict
The following homestead entry has
Hearst. n Indiana both Hearst and the hospital in memory of their sis- thority
.
.
r
.
...
1. . .
.i
Ml.
i,
ri..:
be fB1BlCu at x.a.
me trained men. in whose breasts is the between the said monuments of such been filed in the local
Parker made gains.
United States
ter. According to the report of the Russian forces will uC,.B.
tall back upon
of patriotism which achieves patented claims and the descriptions land office: May 16. No. 7910, Manuel
next
will
B.
be
the
169
to
George
Cortelyou
secretary, of
patients admitted
Liao Yang, where they will make a de- spirit
of said claims in the patents issued Padella of Las Vegas, for the SW
success over mere physical force."
chairma of the national Republican the hospital 151 had been discharged termined
stand. with a fighting
therefor the monuments on the ground NE
Russia's Weakness Shown.
N
SVV
NV
SE
committee and will manage the cam- as cured and but four had died. The
there of 70,000 men. If destrength
shall
17
govern, and erroneous or incon- S 26, T 13 N. R 24 E. 160 acres in San
London.
Russia
Presihas
been
of
May
if
this
the
replans
paign
year
question was discussed and then
will
at
no
be
made
feated there,
stop
found out. That is the text of a good sistent descriptions or calls in the pat- Miguel County.
dent Roosevelt and his most trusted ferred to the National Association of
will con- deal of
He is a man Jewish Charities, of finding positions Mukden, but their retirement
councillor! materialize.
English comment just now ent descriptions shall give way there- Meeting of Board of Regents of Blind
tinue to Thieling, a town at the head One
London journal even to."
well fitted to the position as he is very for the discharged patients in the
responsible
Asylum.
of navigation for the native craft on dubs her the most
The board of regents of the blind
gigantic humbug
popular with the people, has been the Rocky Mountain region.
of th:
200 miles north
Liao
the
River,
modern
records. It goes
trusted ronfldent of three Presidents
asylum, will meet at Alamogordo on
BOILERMAKERS
New Chwang. At the same time. Cos- on ' indicatehistory
as a striking instance
and possesses unusual executive ahili-ty- .
Wednesday. May 18. to consider plans
,
sack ret'inifnts will be employe
CAUSE TROUBLE for the main building to be constructoi tn rrofij oi fan. thai Russia is rind
NO DISTURBANCE IN DENVER the rear of the
Japanese army of the iiig the scene of her humiliation pre
ed. Three sets of plans are now in the
He was-- : trained by McKinley, who is
Yalu harrassing the troops and interin the regions whither she has
to
been
have
of the secretary of the board
hands
cisely
generally acknowledged
to
of
the
Murphy
Reinstating
Object
New
is Between Demo- fering with communications.
exiled every man who
one which meets the requireand
a political manager of the first class. Principal Contest
the
systematically
Declare
Another
and
Gordon
and
cratic and Republican Candidate
Chwang is now guarded by 300 Chin- showed the slightest signs of energy
ments of the institution will be adoptCornelia.- - Bliss has been mentioned
in Consequence.
Strike
is
ese
and
for Mayor of the City.
quiet.
police
everything
or enterprise.
for national chairman but he is not
The boilermakers' union in Alamo- - ed and building specifications and deFighting Line Approaching Mukden.
"The Russia whom Englishmen long
will be called for. As soon
anxious to tal? the position, being too
gordo is making trouble for the El tailed plans
Mukden. May 16 The fighting line have
Denver. Colorado, May 17 Contrary
old. Cortelyoit on the other hand is a
regarded as a standing menace Paso & Northeastern Railway Com- as the detail plans are prepared the
where
Mukden
is
disturb
to anticipation, no serioii
steadily nearing
to Great Britain's hold upon India and
vi ung man though possessing the judgpany. The recent trouble with the contract will be let.
still the
Articles of Incorporation.
far eastern markets generally, is. machinists had been patched up. and
ment and sagacity of a man much old- ances marked the opening of the polls Viceroy Alexieff's headquarters
in the first remains.
Little reliable information they fondly hope, gone where the old
The following articles of incorporaer in years. Mr. Roosevelt believes that at 7 o'clock this morning new
run
would
matters
it
was
that,
thought
correscharter. can be obtained by newspaper
ity election under the
moons go; gone, too, at the armed bidthe campaign will be a very strenualong smoothly. However, the boiler tion have been filed in the office of
forbidden to proof Great Britain's own ally: and makers' union learned that Murphy and- the territorial secretary: The Securous one and thinks that Cortelyou will and no serious trouble has occurred pondents who are
ding
is
It
scene
of
to
some
in
the
the day. although
operations.
pre ceed
the Englishmen's satisfaction is not
five men on whose ity Warehouse and Improvement Comprove exactly the right man to man- during watchers
and even the judges known, however, that the Japanese lessened bv the evidence which conti- - Gordon, two of the
cincts,
boilermakers'
strike pany, principal office at Albuquerque,
recent
age affairs.
account
the
and clerks have been excluded from are within striking distance and thai nenta,
send. that, on that line was declared, were likely Bernalillo County. The incorporators
corresnon(Ients
Liao
five
the
the foroes protecting
the polling place. While there are
ang(amonK European nations, outside Rus-ar- to be
A. Kaseman. Harry H. Til-toput back to work and the union are George
tickets in the field, the contest is bestretching eastward from the rail-- ,
TWO REPORTS WILL
fhe Russian bogev is being speed. notified the company that it would de
Paul Teutsch and Felix H. Lester.
tween the Democratic ticket headed road along the Mao Tien mountain ,.,v replaced by the .Japanese specter."
The company is incorporated for .rt)
clare another strike in consequence.
BE PRESENTED by Robert W. Speer for mayor, which range. The Japanese are advancing,
devotes an editorial
spectator
years for the purpose of borrowing and
of
Brotherhood
is
that
the
It
stated
is supported by the public utility cor- in three columns and are now north LQ tm theme t0(,av
R Bhows how Locomotive
of which Gor loaning money, purchasing, selling, imEngineers
and
Yen
head
Siu
of
Cheng,
Feng Wang
porations, and the Republicans
w
a Qf ug have been m classing don is a member and the order of Rail proving and renting real estate. To
'Majority of the Committee on Resolu- ed by John W. Springer, which is ad Two columns are reported to be work- h(, .,apaneBe with Asiatic peoples wh0 road
sell, store and transfer perTelegraphers of which Murphy is purchase,
vanced by all newspapers and many ing runner to tne norm warn w.wi
tion; In California Convention
The (Ilring and a mem
iaN have gone soft
ever sonal property of every kind and denave
Deen
her.
wonting
Russian
was
the
of
position scientific precision of the Japanese
Democrats.
very object
Favor Uninstructed Delegation.
turning
Registration
since the last strike to get these men scription: to act as receiving and forheavy and it was alleged that there are and advancing upon Mukden. Numer- army and navy was conceivable, but reinstated and all the unions but the warding agents for importers, manuSanta Ortiz. California. May 17 The fully 20,000 fictitious names on the ous small engagements have been here is a nation capable of enough pa- boilermakers have agreed to raise no facturers and jobbers, and to do and
action has oc triotism to induce 20.000 volunteers to
chief feature of interest at the State books. A heavy vote has been cast up fought but no decisive
perform all lawful acts and things necnow
is
Arthur
completely assist in sinking steamers under the objections to their being put back.
Port
curred.
noon.
to
be
will
Democratic convention today
and expedient to be done in oressary
other
the
are
that
The
possibilities
isolated by the Japanese.
the report of the committee on resoluvery nose of the enemy's guns with shopmen may join the boilermakers der to carry out and accomplish the
tions. It is probable that two reports STILL CONTROLS SITUATION. Vice Admiral Skrydloff May Return to the certainty of an awful death. Even in their strike.
foregoing purpose. The capital stock
must revise their estimate
will bs presented, one by the majority
of the company is $20,000 divided into
englishmen
Russia.
"It is natural." adds
of the Japanese.
400 shares of the par value of $50 each.
of the committee which, it is underSt. Petersburg. May 17 The proba- the Spectator, "that continentals who INDIAN WEDDING
The incorporators will act as the fir t
stood, is in favor of an uninstructed General Manager Mudge Claims That
bility that there will be no further secretly were penetrated through with
There is No Strike on Among
delegation, and another by the minoriAT ALAMOGORDO board of directors.
communication with Port Arthur, thus dread of the Russian might, should be
the Boilermakers.
Meeting of U. S. Land Commission.
ty favoring endorsement of W. R.
17
is
the
There
General
Hearst for President.
The United States land commission
Manager preventing Vice Admiral Skrydloff , bewjidered by a phenomenon for which
Topeka, May
Performed
the
Parker
Ceremony
Rus-Judge
an adjourned regular session last
held
Kath-erintney ha(i n() procedent."
possibility that the debate on the res- Mudge of the Santa Fe departed today from assuming command of the
Which United Jake Eca and
olutions will be prolonged and a vote for El Paso, Texas. Before leaving sian squadron there, has led to the
Thursday at the Capital. There were
in Wedlock.
Patricolo
Otero, chairman;
not be reached until tomorrow. Should Mudge said: "We now have 196 ma suggestion that Skrydloff return from
Jake Eca and Miss Katheriue Patri present, Governor Edward
SHEEPMEN LOSE HEAVILY.
L. Bartlett
Solicitor Genera!
this be the case today's session will be chinists at work in the shops here the Far East and hoist his flag over
at
in
the
united
were
colo
marriage
devoted chiefly to oratory. The vote where there were only,180 at the time the Baltic fleet which is destined for
Mon and Surveyor General Morgan O. Llein
last
house
court
Alamogordo.
taken late yesterday on the election of of the strike. There is no talk of a the Far East. Whatever his future Reports From Otero County Tell of day morning. Associate Justice ot the wellyn, secretary. After disposing of
the routine business, the selection of
Loss of Ewes and Lambs and
a temporary chairman, showed the op- strike among the boilermakers here plans may be, the admiralty says he
Supreme Court F. V. Parker perform- a
will certainly proceed to Vladivostok
tract of 1,000 acres of land for the
Small Wool Crop.
posing factions nearly evenly divided that we know of.
and
bride
The
ed
groom
the
ceremony.
and inspect the squadron there. The
in the vicinity of Glorieta.
and neither side seemed prepared to
territory
Mescalero
of
the
are Apache Indians
force the vote on the main issue be- WILL NOT SUPPORT HEARST report that Vladivostock squadron is
A number of sheepmen from Tula-rosa- . tribe. White Mountains, and had been Santa Fe County, ivas ordered: this
blockaded is denied by the admiralty.
fore the convention.
La Luz and Three Rivers, who schoolmates together at the agency. upon the recommendation of the irriNo official dispatches were given out were in
The committee on the platform met
Alamogordo the past week, re- Jake was under indictment for the se- gation commission of New Mexico.
morning on account of the delay port stock conditions in their localities duction of Katherine Patricolo and Solicitor General Bartlett submitted a
at 10 this morning to hear the reports Democrats in Session in Milwaukee this
in Washingof the Czar's journey. His majesty ar- as grave. Pablo Chaves, a merchant
Are Not in Favor of the New
Indications,
of the
had been in jail here several months report of his doings while
whiththis
Kharkoff
morning,
rived
at
was
sent by the
he
to
which
to
ton,
was
called
York
Editor.
convention
place
Tularosa.
that
of
the
was
and
called
says
before
sheepmau
pending a trial and when he
transmitout of 1.000 head of ewes he has not before the bar of justice his lawyer commission to look after the status of
Milwaukee, May 17 The Democrat- er all dispatches have been
order, were that the fight for instrucof advices, the saved a
lamb, and about 300 of his informed the court that Jake and his the bill introduced by Delegate Rodey
tions is still anybody's. The Hearst ic state convention which will elect ted. In the absence
is continuing its specu- ewes have died
sestaff
general
the
at
of
confident
convention
to
seem
national
the
winning
up to the present time. sweetheart wanted to get married and giving the Territory the right to
delegates
leaders
of
latest reports
000 Am.
tlio Inccac liQi-c- t 1,,.11 ahnilt
cere- lect lieu lands, wherever such suitable
and
instructions and their opponents are St. Louis met today. Before the con- lation based on theconsiderable
the
their
to
home
people
go
bodies
the appearance of
selections could be made in the Terri&
neigbor of Mr. Chaves, mony was immediately performed.
quite as well satisfied that the San vention met it was generally believed of the
section
northwest
in
the
enemy
will
would
stand
Hearst
to
motion
endorse
a
that
tory, instead of as under the law at
and
pat
rf gheep
hag
gg5
Francisco delegation
of Manchuria.
The opinion prevails sjnce
defeated.
be
instructions.
present which necessitates the selecthem
M
q
,
against
KILLED ON
that this is an indication of the Inten-tion of such lands contiguous to the
Three FRUIT
of
Padilla
AjideHcio
lion oi rne . unancsp to make au a Rivers has lost all his lambs and 300
sections of land held under title by
LOWER
PENASCO
reGOOD RAIN IN ALBUQUERQUE. tempt to stop General Kuropatkin's
OF
railroads or private citizens and thereewes out of a herd of 2.000. His wool
treat northward while the main Jap
as
a
so
total
loss
is
also
many Other Crop Prospects Not Favorable fore lost to the Territory. It was
crop
found that he had come too late and
COLORADO ILL Was Accompanied By Lightning Which anese force is hurled against Liao of the sheep had shed that it did not
and Stock is Dying on Account of
Vang and Mukden. The Japanese ii'H' him rv
it
that there was no chance of passing
Incc lin cQY'C ic
Burned Out Several Telephones
Drouth.
Continued
course would have a good prospect of
bill at the recent session of Conthe
and Started Small Fire.
fn
T. C. Tillotson. a ranchman of the
0therg
success if they had sufficient strength.
Mr Padilla lower Penasco. was in Alamogordo gress, although its passage had been
The Condition of J. L. Routt is Considhave also ,ost heavil
The drouth in Albuquerque and vi
hCTe are1conV"U',"i
ered Serious Since His Relapse
thinks that the prolonged drouth dis- - during the past weel; and reported that recommended by the commissioner of
cinity was partially broken Sunday by
t0
land office and the secrea Few Days Ago.
a shower. The rain was not heavy but
leaSed the Sheep and that the Shedding most of the fruit in his section had the genera!
t out
of the wool resulted.
it settled the dust and will be of inesbeen killed by the recent cold snap. tary of the interior. Routine business
British Predict Russian Defeat.
Munroe Harper of Three Rivers, a The peach crop is entirely gone and was then transacted and the commisDenver, May 17 Grave fears are en- timable value to the country. During
sion adjourned.
New York, May 17 General Sir H. cattleman says his stock is doing fair- other fruits severely
the storm the lightning struck a teletertained for J. L. Routt, the aged
injured. The
who suffered a serious re- phone wire and the current entered C. Wilkinson, K. C. B..
weH and that he sustains very lit- - farmers of that part of the
ly
the
of
country
retired,
the kitchen in the residence of May-nar- British army, who has spent 20 years tie loss, but the ranches further out depend on their fruit crop largely and
The book bindery of the New Mexilapse a few days ago. Governor Routt
consome
time
his
but
for
Gunsul. The wood work caught in India, arrived today on the Canipa- tne Plains are losing cattle.
will suffer heavily especially as other can Printing Company has been so
has been ill
dition was not regarded as serious un fire, but the flames were extinguished nia, en . route to Montreal on a pleas":
crop prospects are far from promising. much enlarged and improved of late
...
til fi few days ago. He is 78 years old before any great damage was done. A......
The New l.jxican Printing Com- On account of the continued drouth, that it is the best south of Pueblo to
iuui. ' ,WI 11TIII.J
iiRiiisori did not lies
and has been identified with the west Several telephones in the city were fate to say that in British army circh pany will do your Job work with neat- stock is dying and those that reach a the Mexico line and between Dallas,
burned out.
since territorial days.
the reverses of the Russian forces
ness and dispatch.
market are bringing poor prices.
Texas, r.ud Los Angeles, California,

During the Past Week Seventy
Delegates Instructed for Him
Mere Elected to Convention.

dele-Kate-

Nevertheless the Russians Are Preparing to Make a Desperate Stand
at Liao Yang and the Japanese Are
Advancing Steadily Toward Muk
den.
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FOR JUDGE.

Indications are in the matter of the
appointment of another associate justice of the Territorial Supreme Court,
under the recent law by congress, that
practically there is but one candidate
from New Mexico in the field and that

1dvicn
he was elected prosecutof the county and served
AAmlnn.

Mdw

While there,
ing attorney
creditably, one term, declining
He has been an active and
working Republican since bis majority: attended as a delegate several
and
county ;vnl state conventions
served as chairman of the Republican
central committee of his county several years. He came to New Mexico for
the benefit of his wife's health, she
being a sufferer from consumption
and because advised by physicians
that New .Mexico's climate would
greatly benefit her and that she should
make it her future home, Mr. Mann
moved here and he and family settled
at Las Cruces. purchased property and
have made that town their actual and
Mr. Mann's
permanent residence.
father-in-law- ,
G. W. Beard also moved
to Las Cruces and purchased the Rio
for which Mr.
Grande Republican
Mann has been' doing some editorial
work since it came into Mr. Beard's
He is now a member of
possession,
the well known law firm of Bonham.
Holt & Mann at the county seat of
Dona Ana County.
The New Mexican, when Mr. Mann's
commenced about three
candidacy
weeks ago, made careful inquiry at his
former home in Nebraska and in Dona
Ana County as to his standing, record,
ability and fitness for the high office
he seeks, and is gratified to say that
this investigation has turned out very
favorably and creditably to the candidate and as Mr. Maun has secured the
endorsements of the present territorial administration, of the Republican
party leaders and territorial as well as
county organizations and support of
the lawyers and people of his home
county, this paper joins in the movement for his appointment,
judging
from all the circumstances in the case
that, such will be acceptable to the
people and the Republican party of
New Mexico.
The New .Mexican urges upon Delegate Rodey to give his recommendation lo Mr. Mann, that it may appear
to the appointing power that the Republicans of the Territory are united
in the demand for the selection of Mr.
Mann as the new associate justice of
the Territorial Supreme Court. This
action will prove, so this paper believes, not only of benefit to the commonwealth but also do much towards
harmonizing the Republicans of the
future Sunshine State. Mr. Mann has
become the choice of the Republican
organization and of leading Republicans, he is competent and worthy. If a
home appointment is to be made, and
this paper hopes that this will be the
case, it should certainly go to him.

is Edward Ames Mann of Las Graces.
Washington advices to this paper indicate that Judge A. A. Freeman who
has the local support of some of the
counties, which will be included in the
new Sixth Judicial District, cannot
and will not be considered for appoint
ment by the administration in Wash-'igton- ,
All other candidates except
Mr. Mann, are virtually out of the race,
either by voluntary withdrawal or by
i
avlng given up the light or being
to secure Territorial support.
Mr. Mann has been indorsed for appointment by Governor Otero. NationSolomon Luna,
Committeeman
al
Chairman Frank A. Hubbell, a large
number of the members of the Territorial Central Committee, by most of
the Territorial officials and by many
leading Republicans; the members of
the bar of Dona Ana County also have
unanimously indorsed him. and lawyers in other counties of the Third
Judicial District of which Mr. Mann is THE DELEGATE CAMPAIGN HAS
a resident, are sending in telegraphic
COMMENCED.
and mail recommendations for him.
The esteemed Albuquerque Journal
His fitness for the position from a has opened the delegate campaign for
lee-nstandpoint and his ability to this year quite early and what is more
creditably perform the duties of the at the same time commenced the sen
position, which he seeks, have been atorial campaign for the new joint
certified to by Associate Justices Frank state of Arizona. The Journal evi
W. Parker of the Third Judicial Dis- dently believes that joint state is a
trict and Benjamin S. Baker of the certainty, in which assumption this
Within the paper thinks it will find itself badly
Second Judicial District.
last few days, many dispatches from mistaken at the proper time. Com
Republicans who are entitled to be mentitig upon an editorial on this sub
listened to have been sent to Delegate ject on Delegate Rodey, in the Alamo
ordo Journal, a Democratic
weekly
Rodey on behalf of Mr. Mann.
The New Mexican, first and fore- paper, published at the county seat ot
most is for home rule and always fav- Otero County, and upon the results of
ors the appointment of a citizen of the interviews with certain physicians and
Territory for federal and Territorial Grand Army men who met recent 111
offices, if the applicant is worthy. the Duke City and who spoke favor
Qualified and enjoys the respect and ably on the renomination of Mr. Ro
support of his home community. This dey, the Journal says:
is the case with Mr. Mann. His
"We believe that to be the prevail
ome support is of the very best and ing sentiment of Republicans generalhe stands high in Dona Ana County, ly throughout the Territory. They be
although, his residence there is not lieve that Mr. Rodey should be the
one of long duration, he having come standard bearer of his party in the
to the Territory about a year ago.
coming campaign, and further that if
Within this short space of time, he the Territory shall be admitted to the
has become so popular and liked by union he should be one of the Sena
the members of the bar at Las Cruces tors from the new state."
and the people of his county, that
they are enthusiastically for him and
The city council at. its last
are supporting his application and meeting concluded to let morenight's
valu
that strongly and unequivocally. This able time pass without doing anything
is a strong point in his favor.
in the matter of extending the side
An examination of Mr Mann's past walks and providing for more brick
record as a citizen and as a lawyer, street crossings. This was not as exspeaks well for him, and there is ev pected and is certainly not up to the
ery reason to believe that he will per- promises made before the last elec
form the duties of judge if appointed, tion. What this town needs more than
ably, honestly, fairly and impartially. anything else is improvement, cleanliMr. Mann was born at Beatrice, Ne- ness and
provisions for the comfort
braska, and is ,'!7 years of age. He and the health of citizens, temporary
comes of good old fighting and Repub- residents and sojourners. These neceslican stock: his father is a Methodist sities do not seem to be of much conminister and a veteran of the Mexican sequence with the city council, still
and civil wars; his grandfather served there may be an improvement within
in the war of 1812 and his great grand- the next few weeks. At any rate the
father carried a rifle and did gallant good citizens who have the welfare
service in the Continentals under Gen. of the city at heart, hope so.
l

Washington during the Revolutionary

War. The family is of Scotch-IrisHe received his education in
origin.
the public schools of Nebraska and
during his father's residence in Texas,
for weveral years in charge of a Methodist parish, he attended Belle Plaine
College at Belle Plaine Texas, for
three years. During these days Republicans were rather scarce in the
Lone Star State and his father was
ae out of twelve in the county in
vvhich he resided.
Upon returning to
the western states, the young man
commenced reading law in the office
of C. D. Jones, a well known attorney
at Nortnn. Kansas, where he remained
two years. Thereafter he continued
his Jaw studies in the office of L. H.
Thompson, another attorney of the
same town and was admitted to practice in 1891, shortly thereafter entering into a law partnership with Mr.
Thompson under the firm name con-of
Thompson & Mann. In this he
tinued for two years and then being
seized with the gold fever went to
reCripple Creek. Colorado, where he
his
mained a short time, practicing
with
profession. Becoming disgusted
to
"blood
the
Waite
the
under
Colorado
bridles' regime, he then went back to
Nebraska, where at Gering, he opened

THE

THE TRYING TIME

In a youiiK girl's life is reached when

Nature leads her uncertain steps across
the line which divides girlhood fn. i
womanhood. Ignorance and neglect at
this critical period are largely responsible
tor much ot tne
ifter misery of
womanhood. Not
Dnlv does Nature
often need help
in the regular
establishment of
the w o m a n 1 y
but
function,
almost
there isneed
of
always

profession a; cards.

OXFORD CLUB
Has on hand a constant supply of
the finest brands of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular

i

SAM FRANCISCO

some safe,
strengthening
to overc-

ST., SAMTA FK, V. M.

tonic,

ome the languor,

Pierce's
Favorite Pre
Dr.

scription establishes regularity. It is a
strengthening tonic, soothing the nerves,
encouraging the appetite and inducing
It contains no alcohol
restful sleep.
neither opium, cocaine or other narcotic.
we hnve
"I wish to tell you the benefitwrites
Mrs.

received from usine your remedies,"
Dan Hall, of Ilrodhead, Green Co., Wis. "Two
health began to far'.
years ago my daughter's
could tie thought of was done
Everything that
to help her tmt it was of no use. When she
stout ; weighed
began to complainof she was quite until
about the
good health,
170, the picture
she was so
six
in
mouths
then
of
fourteen,
age
run down her weight was but 120. She kept
there' was no
failing and I gave up. thinking
use, she must die. ' Friends all said, You will
I
I
fear
I shall. I
said
lose your daughter
that only for your ' Favorite
must lay, doctor,
' mv
been in
have
would
daughter
Prescription
When she had taken oue-haher grave
established
was
bottle the natural functioti
and we bought another one, making only two
bottles in all, and she completely recovered.
Since then she is as well as can be."

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, in paper covers, is sent free on

receipt of 21 one cent stamps to pay
expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

Russia has found out that her battleships are not worth the money she
invested in them. This state of affairs
may also be partially due to the ignorance and inefficiency of the commanders of these huge machines of

naval warfare. What Russia needs
more than anything else these days is
able commanders on land and sea.
Frighting machines of all kinds, especially human ones Russia has in
plenty.

Russia is not yet ready for peace
propositions at least so says that St.
The chanPetersburg correspondent.
ces are that it will be ready for such
and that before long. The Japanese
seem to have it their own way so far
and if the Russian forces do not score
a success very soon, peace negotiations will have to come whether or
not the St. Petersburg government
wants them.

How s This?

any ease of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. ().
We. the undersigned, have known P. J.
Cheney for the lost 15 years and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transac
tions and linaiiciully able to carry out any
by this firm.
obligations made
NV MHVIN,
WaLDiNG. KlNN
Wholesale Drueirists. Toledo. 0.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally.
acting direetly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces 01 the
system. Testimonials sent
free. Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all

tia.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.
RICHARD H. HAN N A.
Attorney at Law,

Phone

86.

Offices

EUGENE A. FISKE,

Office

Santa Fe,

Sena

N. M.

Block.

Palace Ava

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-Law- .

T. REED & CO, Rochester, N. Y., Ladies' Fine Shoes.

VENOR & MONTGOMERY, Rochester, N. Y., Children
and Misses' Shoes.
LEWIS A. CROSSETT, North Abington, Men's Fine
Shoes.
Guarantee with every pair

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,
WILLIAM

N. M

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Las Cruces, New Mexico,
District attorney for Dona Ana. Otero
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties
Third Judicial District.
CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, i.'. m
Land and mining business a specialty!

THE ST. ELMO CLUB

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON, Props.
Ha aad Imported
Dealers in All Kind mt P

Practices in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the rnnnMna
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos &ai San
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos
California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Heublein & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use.
Avondale Club Whiskey, Silver Creek Whiskey.

...

Family Trade a Specialty

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in all the courts,
"Mining cases and mineral patent
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,

FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND CLUB ROOMS.
No. 210 Don Gaspar Avenue
Telephone No. 6.

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory,

mavated and

Refui- -

Cuisine and TaVe
Service Unexcelled

Ttaroughom

al-

so before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
A. B. RENBHAN,

The Palace Hotel

Attorney-at-La-

w.

Practices la the Supreme and DlstrtC
Court. Mining and Land Law a specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

Lars Sample Roosts fer Commercial Jflen.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
p. m. Phone 156
2-- 5

2

DENTISTS

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

DR.

C. N. LORD,
Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
South Side of Plaza.

be
Office,

Kahn

Store.

Mexican calientes served only at the
Bon Ton.

C. O. HARRISON, D. D. 8..
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.

GET INSIDE.

Your Friends and Neighbors in Santa
Fe Will Show You How.
Rubbing tne back won't cure back
ache.
A liniment may relieve, but can't
cure.
Backache comes from the inside
from the kiuneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills get inside
They cure sick kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe proof that this is
so:
Benito Romero, employed with
Transfer, residence San Fran
cisco ., says: The use of plasters for
a year and a half on my back did not
bring the results I expected and relief
from pain across the loins was just as
remotely in the distance as it was when
I first noticed it. This led me to go to
Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney
Pills and take a course of the treat
ment. I read in our Santa Fe papers
that they could be depended upon and
considerable faith in the preparation because it positively stated they
were for the kidneys and the kidneys
alone. I commenced the treatment. It
was very satisfactory. I used two box
Mr. Cortelyou, the secretary of the es and
they stopped the last attack."
department of commerce is to take a
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
prominent part in this year's cam- a Dox. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.
paign as a member of the Republican Y.., sole agents for the United States.
Mr.
committee.
national campaign
Remember
the name Doan's and
Cortelyou has done'remarkably well in take no other.
life wherever placed and indications
are that he will do valient and valuThe Weekly New Mexican Review
able service in the political field. He is
published by the New Mexican
is certainly one of the coming men of
Printing
Company every Thursday. It
this nation.
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial, mining, educaticnal, stock
A St. Petersburg dispatch in very
raising, railroad social and political
gentle language announces that the news of the week from all points of
town and port of Dalny. which were the Territory. It is an excellent paper
constructed by Russia at a cost of to sand to friends in the east. Price
many millions of rubles, were destroy- five cents per copy.
ed by the Russians because had they
fallen in the hands of the Japanese ;OUR Facilities are complete for the
uninjured, they would have been too prompt production of Book, Pamphvaluable.
This is a clear admission let, Catalogues, and General Printthat up to date, the conduct of the ing and Binding. We do nly the Best
war by the Russian general staff in St. grades of work and solicit the busiPetersburg, has been a complete
ness of firms and individuals desirint
"something above the ordinary" at
simply a consistent rate for the charJustice of the peace blanks', in En- acter of work w turn out.
glish and in Spanish, for sale in large
or small quantities by the Ne MexiThe New Mexican Pnrting Com- can Printing Company.
, ness and dispatch.

Block.

Attorney and Counselor at Lav.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice).

IJi'liire-ists-

Coronado Tent City Band will
here Friday, May 20th.

Griffin

Attorney-at-Law- ,

WILLIAM VAUOHN, PROP.
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for

aw.

BENJAMIN M. READ,

ADOLPH SELIGMAN
Sole oAgent for,aasssV
E.

"

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law,
Fe, .v. tt.

0

J. E. Lacome, Proprietor.

nervousness and
weakness, commonly experienced at this
lime.

Attorneys at

(Successor to Dr. Manley.)
SEW MEXICAN

Civil Engineers

PRINTING COMPANY, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.

Pacific Railway Stenography

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

EL PASO BOUTS
Texas

&

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,

Lara-berf"M-

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151
Notary Public, Stenographer and Type

writer. Translations

From Spanish into ilnjish and from
English Into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building. FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Season June
i No

iff
itW

trouble to

aner questions"

-

NIGHT EXPRESS
f-

18

to September 30, 1904,

"
Try a New Mexican want "ad."
First class short order meals at the

Bon Ton.

-

TRAIN
NEW
SCHEDULE

Leaves El Paso Dai(y at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time.
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all points
runs through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, East and Southeast.
and St. Louis without change.
For schedules, rates and other inCarries through sleepers Los Angeles formation caii on or address,
to Chicago and intermediate points.
JUfc
R.

W. CURTIS

Southwestern
EL

If. O. LEONARD
Traveling Passenger Agent
CL PA80, TEXA8

Passenger Agent

PASO, TEXAS

B. P. TURNER
Csn. Passenger and Ticket Agent
DALLAS, TEXAS

m

Santa Fe New Mexican, Taesdayt May 17, 1 904.

Woman's
Nightmare

No woman's happiness can be complete
without children ; it
is her nature to love
and want them
as much so an
it is to love the
beautiful and
are. The critical ordeal throuerh which the exnw.tant mother mncf
ass, however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and
lat the very thought of it fills her with apprehension and danger,
horror,
'here is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either
painful
r dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend so
prepares the system for
le coming event that it is safely passed without any danger. This
reat and wonderful

emedy is always
ppliederternally.and
as carried thousands

women

F

through

containing Information
priceless valuo to all expectant mothers.
! Bradflald Retulator C.. Atlanta. 6a.
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Lemp's St. Louis Beet.
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MILLS.

SIERRA COUNTY.
Preliminary work has been commenced on the Treasure Mine near
Hillsboro. A new whim and other
material are on the ground. A blacksmith shop has been erected and excavating for the whim is now in progress.
Development work has been resumed on the Prosper mine. Some
drifting' is being done on the 120 foot
level.
John Kasser lias closed a 4gaj for
the Good
mines. The
working force on the Empire mine has
been transferred to the Good Hope
mines. Inside of three months a large
mill is to be completed. The mill will
treat ore both from the Empire and
the Good Hope mines.
The Black Peak mines are producing
a good showing of ore.
At a meeting of miners on the upper
waters of the Las Animas the Nigger
Diggings Mining District was established. The camp has been named
A road has been built up
Quartzite.
the canon to the camp. Rock carrying
$40 of gold to the ton has been found.
TAOS COUNTY.
is
Considerable placer prospecting
being done around Red River.
Patent has been applied for the Inferno Tunnel in Pioneer Gulch above
Red River.
M. Parker has organized a mining
company and will work the Little Gem
and other properties on Bitter Creek.
The capitalization of the company is

Mother's

trying crisis without suffering.
Send for free book

ie

MINES AND

CAPABLE

OF

EARNING

$i,000 TO $5,000
A YEAR
TRAVELING SALESMAN,
MERCHANT.

NO MATTER

Denver

CLERK,

WHAT YOUR

Company of New fork in this section affords
a chance lor a few good men : eight vacancies
oo the agency force remain open for men o
character ami ability; yon can find out by
writing whether it will be worth w hile for
you to make a chance; no previous experience is necessary.
A course of professional Instruction given
free.
THE MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NFW YORK.
Richard A. McCurdy. President.

HAS

PAID

OVER

S

Address GEORGE T. DEXTER. Superintendent of Domestic Agencies, Si Nassau St.,
New York City, N Y.

HPE

SISTER

Santa Fe and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads.
&

THE POPULAR LINE TO

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville.
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE
To all Mountain Resorts
Ey.The

630 MILLION DOLLARS

BIO

ftio Grande. Rio Grande Western, Rife

&

Grande

BUSINESS!
4 complete reorganization of the produo
big department of The Mutual Life Insurance

i

Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute to the Pacific Coast

mm

BETWEEN

DENVER

AND

ALAMOSA
SALT LAKE CITY
EXPOSURE.
CRIPPLE CREEK OGDEN
To cold draughts of air, to keen and
LEADVILLE
PORTLAND
GLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
cutting winds, sudden changes of temGRAND JUNCT N LOS ANGELES
Guadalupe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 38.
perature, scanty clothing, undue exposure of the throat and neck after
public speaking and singing, bring on
Ballard's Hore-houncoughs and colds.
A DC SERVICE A LA CARTBO
HI NINA
all through traim
Syrup is the best cure.
Mrs. A. Barr, Houston, Texas, writes,
Jan. .",1, 1902: "One bottle o" Ballard's
1
Horehound Syrup cured me of a very
$200,000.
bad cough. It is very pleasant to lake"
Edward Westoby and Alfred Hedges 25c, 50c, $1 Fischer Drug Co.
are developing the Willard in the upper part of the Pied River mining disNotice for Publication.
trict. In a week's run $40 in gold was
(Homestead Entry No. 471S.)
i
cleared by the arrastra.
DeI'AKTMKNT of thb Istehiok,
WmOarw Mia WagM
The Jayhawk Gold Mining and Millfor
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Ma v 3. 1904.
Notice is hereby given that the following ST. LOUIS
NIAGARA
ing Company at Red River is working named
has nled notice ot his intention
two shifts of four men each. The ore to makesettler
final Droof in sun nor t of his claim.
and that said proof will be made before the
runs well in gold.
FALLS
CHICAGO
Keeister or Keceiver at Santa Fe, IN. la... on
Two shifts are being worked on the June
15. 1901. viz : Harry Wiley for the nw 14
records
on any standard
swhi. neVi, e!4 nvK. section 11. township
Any operator can make the
tunnel of the Copper King group at sej.
NEW YORK
17 north,
range VI east. He names the followd
is
1.250
feet
in
tunnel
Red
The
River.
and
them
in
as
insert
a
regularly-bounwitnesses
to Drove hisreontinuous resi
ing
finished,
typewriter,
upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
and the first vein has been cut and dence
BOSTON
Wm. Si
of Willis. N M.. Honitacio San
BUFFALO
book, (not a file). No special machine required
the second vein encountered. The first doval. H.'arks,
S. Arnold, Frank Emmerson all of
vein is 200 feet thick. The ore is a fecos. H. 31.
for Book Records. Extraction or substitution of sheets
Manuel R.Otero. Register
copper sulphide and also carries some
practically impossible.
lead and zinc.
Sick headache results from a disorT. A. Melson has discovered a rich
Ma Ow 1
crty
On
akortoat
dered
stomach and is quickly cured by
at
on
lead of gold ore
the Klondyke
Silmple
IN.
to
Load
Taband
Chamberlain's
Stomach
Liver
Red River. Melson & Logan are the
Used for keeping Typewritten Records by the Library of
owners. The ore carries free gold and lets. For sale by all druggists.
when it is roasted the beads of free
flaee end Service Uaexcettetf
Congress, U. S. Patent Office, New York Life las. Co.,
The SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY COMPANV.
gold stand out prominently.
Trains Dally
Three SelM Feet
many County Clerks and Surrogates and a host of others.
Order No. 10.
Jayhawk Gold Mining and Milling
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
Company is working two shifts of four
To all concerned
Commencing; with
acre la the tat
Hw ow allowed cm all
men each. The lead has been cut in a Sunday, March 27th, 100-1- and until furYY
Oooooaj
For
ten.
HUta
56
abash
Palac
feet.
of
a
laqotrvof
at
tratod
solid formation
WKCKOFF, SEAMANS 4BENEDICT, i645Chmpa St., DENVER, Colo
ther notice, trains one and two will not
depth
Baaaaaaw
BTCflCOCL
YV. D. LEE.
or addtaaa
to six feet wide and car run on Sundays.
five
It
from
is
Baktt
AfuM
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers. Santa Fe. N. M.
General Manager,
ries gold and silver in equal values.
The company has ordered a hoist and Santa Fe, N. M., March 25, 1004.
will sink another 50 feet before putA Startling Test.
ting up a new mill. In the meanwhile
To save a life, Dr. T. G. Merritt, of
the old mill will be started.
A good strike has been made on the No. Mehoopany, P:.., made a tartling
Rock of Ages at Red River. Rock tak test resulting in a wonderful cure
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
from a four foot - ein assays $85 He writes, "3 i .imt was attacked
That THE NEW MEXICAN Prints All the en
to the ton. W. G. Haverly is the own with violent hemorrhages,
caused
er and with him two miners are at by ulceration of the stomach. I had
News. A good paper to have in your home, in yoor
work opening up the lead. An incline often found Electric Bitters excellent
store, in your office or in yoar shop. If yoa would
has been run to a depth of 100 feet. A for acute stomach and liver troubles so
the
events
on
of
large mill run has been sent to the I prescribed them. The patient gained
the
for
subscribe
keep posted
day,
from the first, and has not had an at
Pueblo smelter for a test run.
Work was begun on a mill at South tack in 14 months." Electric Bitters
Fork in the Rio Hondo district. It will are positively guaranteed for Dyspepbe a ten stamp mill for the purpose sia, Indigestion. Constipation and Kidof crushing. Cyaniding vats will be in- ney troubles.
Try them. Only 50c at
stalled. Water will be used for power Fischer Drug Company.
and 2,000 feet of large pipe are being
1 laid.
s
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton,
Development on the property
has been carried on the past three
years. A large body of low grade ore
Growing Aches and Pains.
has been opened up.
Mrs. Josie Sumner, Bremond, Texas,
victim
1
if
It's 10 to you do you are a
Says the Red River Prospector: writes, April 15, 1902: "I have used
of malaria.
Thomas Bryan and Clarence Jones Ballard's Snow Liniment in my family
Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
are at Taos after supplies. It is re for three years. I would not be with
We'll admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
ported that Mr. Bryan has a company out it in my house. I have used it on
almost deadly after effects.
backing him now and that it expects my little girl for growing pains and
to do a great deal of work this sum aches in her knees. It cured her right
mer on the Gold Mint in which a big away. I have also used it for frost
strike was made recently.
bitten feet with good success. 'It is
Frank Jackson and J. F. Southers the best liniment I ever used " 25c, 50c.
is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
were in Red River last week and re and $1.00. Fischer Drug Co.
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
ported that they had gained a depth
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
of 280 feet on one of the claims of the
Engraved visiting cards with or with
TRY IT
American Consolidated Company. The out
plate furnished by the New Mexi
All Druggists.
body of ore they are driving for is tc can Printing Company.
SO Canto . Bottle.
be cut within the next 100 feet.
A. D. Parker who lately organized
Fe
DRUG
Santa
FI8CHER
COMPANY,
Quick Arrest.
U THB
HERBINE is sold and guaranteed by
the Rio Colorado Mining and Milling
A. Gulledge, of Verbena, Ala., was
J.
Gem
Little
to
the
PLACE
develop
Company
twice in the hospital from a severe case
mining property, is expected at Red of piles causing 24 tumors. After docFOR
River soon to push development work. tors and all remedies failed, Bucklen's
Mr. and Mrs. Crales Brink have re Arnica Salve
quickly arrested further
turned to Red River and will begin inflammation and
EL PASO
cured him. It conwork on the Sweepstake.
25c. at Fischer
kills
and
quers
pain.
"G. B. Crow and J. J. Jacks'on of
Co.
Drug
startCerro are at Red River and have
CHICAGO,
work on the Home-staked development
bCRATCH PAPER.
on Black Mountain."
Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
papers at 10 cents per pound at the
DENVER,
A SURE THING.
New Mexican. This Is scrap paper put
sure
is
except
It is said that nothing
In pads and Is less than the papei
death and taxes, but that is not al- up
cost. Only a limited supply.
originally
DiscovNew
Dr.
true.
SALT LAKE CITY,
King's
together
-- HANUFAtrrUBEK
OF- cure
sure
for
a
ery for Consumption is
all lung and throat troubles. ThousWhooping Cough.
"In the spring of 1901 my children
ands can testify to that. Mrs. C. B.
Van Metre of Shepherdtown, W. Va had whooping cough," says Mrs. D. W.
NEW MEXICO
THE SHORT LINE
says: "Ihad a severe case of Bronchitis Capps, of Capps. Ala. "I used Chamand for a year tried everything I heard berlain's Cough Remedy with the most
of, but got no relief. One bottle of Dr. satisfactory results. I think it is the
PROMPT SERVICE
NEW EQUIPMENT
King's New Discovery then cured me best remedy I have ever seen for
It's infallible for Croup. whooping cough." This remedy keeps
absolutely."
CONNECTING AT SANTA KB, N. M , with the Denver ft
Whooping Cough, Grip, Pneumonia and the cough loose, lessens the severity
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueb!o, Trinidad
Consumption. Try It. It's guaranteed and frequency of the coughing spells
and all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and the Great
by Fischer Drug Co., Druggist. Trial and counteracts any tendency toward
Northwest.
bottles free. .Reg. sizes 50c, $1.00.
pneumonia. For sale by all druggists.
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the El
for
El
in
and
all
Southern
Texas,
Paso,
System
points
Coronado Tent City Band will be
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also for
here
Friday, May 20th.
and
all
Rock
via
the
east
Louis,
St
Chicago
points
Kansas City,
Island system.
AU Kinds of Building Material.
MADE YOUNG AGAIN.
A new, attractive, interesting farm
THE SANTA FE CENTRAL, is the Short Line between Santa
h
"One of Dr. King's New Life
I evoted to the
Pe and El Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Carrizoso, Santa Rosa. Tucura-car- i,
journal "The Earth."
CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
N M-- , Dalhart, Texas, and aU other points on the El
night for two weeks has put me in Great Southwest, its industries, climate
System.
my 'teens' again;' writes D. H. Turner and
Write fur sample
opportunities.
of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the best
For freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which it operin the world for Liver, Stomach and copy. One year's subscription, 26 cts.
Delivered to any part of the City.
ates, call on or address
Bowels.
Purely vegetable. Never issued monthlv: profusely illustrated.
flail
18
Address.
way
THE EARTH, il
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
gripe. Only 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
SANTA FE, N. M.
B. W. BOBBINS, 6. F. & P.
We Haul EverytMag that ia Movable.
Kxebange, Chicago.
ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
je
Tbe Trade Supplied Prom One Bottle to a Carload.
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REMIN6T0N TYPEWRITERS

The People All Say;
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LUMBER - SASH - DOORS

FOR FARM FOLKS

Pill-eac-
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CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
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1
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them at Bon Ton.
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It will pay you to advertise.

Try it

here

35 Santa Fe

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N.

M

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, May

NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
Negligee shirts'now take the center of the stage. Out new Spring beauties get hearty
applause. No tragedy in afterwear, but it's a problem to chose from such a profusion
of elegance. Here' are negligee shirts in many new designs and effects : : : : :
French Percales, Madras Novelties, Etc. . . . 65c, $ J .00 to $2.50
.
.
The ElginJBrand
$1.25

You'll not Scc theBest Negligee Shirt in
Town Unless" Yoti Come Here !

SAM

249-25-

HUSLEiN

SAN

3

FRANCISCO ST.
Phone No. 108

Sole Agents for the Fay Stockings
:

DIAMONDS

1

JEWELRY

PERSONAL

jt jt j jt jt jt
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lung affection. She has completely recovered her health and this recovery
has already been the means of bringing several of the residents of her
home town to the Sunmount Tent City
who are suffering from similar com
plaints.
C. T. Brown, the well known mining
engineer and expert of Socorro, has
gone 10 the Kelly mining district, in
Socorro County, where he will remain"
a day or two on milling business, going
thence to Grant County on similar
business. He will return to Socorro in
about a week or ten days.
.1.
Sulliyan. engineer at the coal
mines at Madrid, expects to leave that
town next Saturday for St. Louis,
Missouri, to visit the exposition and
also to attend a reunion of the St.
Louis Consistory of the Scottish Rite
of Free Masonry, which will take place
in the World's Fair City on the 25th
instant.

ESTABLISHED I856

INCORPORATED 1903

SeliflM

Bros. Go.

SPECIALTIES

UN add

EST

IDE CLOTHING
STRICTLY UP TO DATE !

YOUNG

BOYS READY

5W

I
WEAR

The last batch of Scratch Pads advertised for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company went like hot cakes.
run. We
W? did not expec sivh
have turno" o from our
oinuery a larger quantity than ever
and can supply yoi. for a limited time
a U cents per pound. The best paper
is used in making them.
They are
just the thing r offices, stores, and
especially for U9e in the schools. Come
q'tick as they will not last long.

I WAUTA

and

;

MENTION
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FIT
GUARANTEED!

Miss Staab has returned from a
All persons desiring positions in the
month's visit to Denver, Colorado.
Santa Fe public schools next year are
Espa-nola- .
to
went
Lizzie
Sullivan
Miss
of
Manufacturer
FULL LINE
requested to send in their applications
yesterday for a visit with friends. on
or before June 1. 10(14. By order
O. Box
HLI6BEE JEWELRY
.Mrs. J. (',. Bchuman will leave to- of the board. .1. A.
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
Wood, Secretary.
Denin
morrow for a visit to friends
Telephone - - - 36
ver.
SILVERWARE,
Frank Emerson, a ranchman from
ALL KINDS OF DESIGNS IX
Pecos, was in the city today purchasing supplies.
Piiipree Fob Chains,
Try one drop of Schilling's
Mrs. George E. Ellis yesterday left
filigree Neck Chains,
Rest lemon extract in half-a- for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, tor a
Filigree Souvenir Spoom,
visit, with relatives.
giass 01 water.
San Francisco St.
Filigree Brooch Pins.
V. n. Lee, general manager of the
Telephone 26.
how
of
some
Try
Santa Fe Central, returned last night
Filigree Bracelets,
many drops
from a trip to Denver.
other extract it takes to flavor
Filigree Card Cases,
Mrs. Frank L. Nuding of this city is
much.
as
in Albuquerque on a visit to her parSouth Side Plaza - Santa Fe
At
.Mrs.
W.
H.
Hahn.
ents Mr. and
yUT gtoctt 'a ; nwncyLack.
.1.
A.
1'.
Mrs.
and
Gable
T,
Mrs.
Fischer will go to the Sloan mining
Twice your money's worth at the
camp tomorrow for a visit of a few Bon Ton.
Fresh Fruits in Season!
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
days.
Mrs. Wilbur Dnnlavy returned toCoronado Tent City Band will Inday to her home in Willard after a vis- here Friday, May gOth,
it of a few days with Mr. and Mrs. F.
E. Dnnlavy.
BUSS FOR SUNMOUNT TENT CITY
Mr. and Mrs. Darby A. Day of AlbuA NEW CAR JUST IN.
Leaves the Claire Hotel Daily
querque, left that town - this morning
Do
want absolute success with all
you
as Follows:
San Miguel Strewt, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
for a visit to New York- and other
eastern points.
your baking? The Finest of bread7
Leaves 9:00 a. m., returns 9:30 a. m
FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
O. S. Fletcher, industrial and gener
USE BOSS PATENT FLOUR.
m
al agent for the New Mexico Fuel ant Leaves 11:30 a. in,, returns 12:00
Leaves
1:30
m.
returns
2:00
The
m.,
p.
DECORATIONS
p.
WEDDING BOUQUETS
very finest ever made anywhere.
Iron Company, went to Estancia on
Leaves 5:30 p. m., returns G:00 p. m
business today.
Our
guarantee with every sack.
FLORAL DESIGNS
Tickets on Sale at Claire Hotel.
Miss Antoinette Brengle. a teacher
We not only say that it is the best but
at the Allison school, left today for
P. O. Box 457
Telephone No. 12
Our Motto-terfe- it Genuine
so does everybody that ever used it.
Oakland. Oregon, where she will spend
94.
prices.
her summer vacation.
50 LBS. BOSS, $1.50.
,Wlne Store."
C. M. Ward of Chicago. Illinois, who
50 LBS. CRYSTAL. $1.40
has been examining the Santa Fe
Clouderoft!
For handsome desCentral Railway and the country along criptive literature and detailed inforAll the Bread that we sell is made
its line on a confidential mission, is in mation as to
from BOSS PATENT FLOUR.. Try
rates, etc., address A. N.
town.
Brown. G. F. & P. A El Paso, Northsome and see how good it is.
Jo E. Sheridan, U. S. mine inspector, eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
We have a limited supply of the finest MACKEREL that have ever
passed through the city today en
route to Silver City from Monero,
been brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
A dinner like your mother used to
where he inspected the coal mines in cool;, at the Bon Ton.
the best.
there.
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
operation
GENTLEWEN, We
PRIMROSE and BELLE SPRI NGS BUTTER.
Coronado Tent City Band will be
Assistant U. S. Attorney E. L, Med- ler of Albuquerque, has gone to Socor- here Friday, May 20th.
ro and attended the opening of the U.
in Men s SumTHE VERY LATEST
S. District Court for the Filth Judicial
California
and native wines the
District there yesterday.
pure juice never better at any price.
Rev. Mr. Richardson of Salt Lake Telephone 94. "The Wine Store."
FINE
City, who has been in the city for the
Finest line can tobaccos and French
inspecpast two weeks visiting, and who occupied the pulpit at the Presbyterian Briar and Meerschaum pipes at Digneo
Church, the past t wo Sundays, left to- & Napoleon's,
!
day for Des Moines, Iowa.
DON'T FAIL
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
Mrs. M. S. Marley and son who have
been spending the winter in Albuquer- Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insur
JOHN KOURY'S NEW GASH STORE.
ance.
que, arrived in the city yesterday and
WHOLESALE
Offices Griffin Block.
have taken up their residence at the Phone fid.
- Phone J 48
Tent
will
Catron Block - East Side of
Sunmount
and
City. They
likely
Via D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition
remain all summer.
RETAIL
Mrs. Otero and Mrs. A. M. Bergere, and return, 15 day tickets $40.70; 00
returned home last evening after a day tickets $48.15; season tickets
DEALER IN
S. K. Hooper G. P. A., F. H.
week's visit to Chicago. Mrs. Bergere $57.80.
Fe.
Santa
was accompanied by her daughter Miss McBride, Agt,
Anita, who has been attending school
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
near Cincinnati, Ohio.
exEugenio Romero, treasurer and
Coronado Tent City Band will be
offlcio collector of San Miguel County.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE. N. M.
who has extensive lumber interests here Friday, May 20th.
Fe
Central Railway
along the Santa
If you wish to make quick sales you
was m the city last evening en route
will have to advertise your wares.
to his home in Las Vegas.
The finest dinner in the city at the
Miss Vicenta Moutoya, niece of Mr.
and Mrs. Ainado Chaves, left last Bon Ton.
CAINDELARIO,
evening lor Bernalillo, having been
301
303 San Francisco Street.
and
summoned to that town by a dispatch
A.
the
serious
illness
of
very
announcing
her grandmother who resides there
Southeast Cor. Plaza.
Who'esale and Retail Dealers In
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Crist, of Monero,
are arranging to move to this city
Shows pretty assortment of Belts,
and will arrive here about the first of
June. It is understood that Mr. Crist Fancy Collars, etc., Kid Gloves
The best place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian
will resume the practice of law here both in finished and unfinished
and Mexican Pottery, Relics from the Cliff
and will also have editorial charge of line. Carry good line of EmbroidDwellings, Indian Baskets, in fact all sorts of
a Democratic weekly paper to be es- ery Silks. Pillow Tops, Cords and
Curios of Indian and Mexican make can be
in
tablished
the Capital.
Tassels for same. I have just reat THE OLD CURIO STORE : : : .
found
Mrs. A. C, Keinath of Newton. Iowa, ceived another consignment of the
Latest Styles in Ready-to-Wewho has been a sojourner at the
Tent City since last November, Hats, also Children's and Misses'
RAFFIA, REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Basketi s
left Sunday for her home completely Leghorn Plats.
cured. Mrs. Keinath came to Santa
BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
Fe to be benefitted by the climate and
BOX
O.
a
340
residence
.
at
:
the
:
Tent
:
:
:
by
SANTA FE, N. M
City for
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ETC.

GROCERS

Boss Patent Flour

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
m rtrr

Jfc

goods-Telepho-

ne

NEXT!!

are now ready to supply
for
wants
the Summer season.
your
styles
mer headgear have arrived.
SHIRTS for

the coming season are

LEO HERSCH . . .

now unpacked and awaiting your

tion.

to see them, at

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES
SALT and SEEDS.

Plata

Bulk and Package

GARDENSEEDS
GARDEN HOSE:

Fd

THE : OLD

SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES, WHEELBARROWS, ETC., ETC.
Headquarters for All Kinds of

MISS

MUGLER

SPORTING GOODS

Hardware Store.

CURIO

J.IS.

:

STORI
Prop.

Mexican and Indian Cfirios

19

at the Lowest Possible Prices

W. A. McKENZIE

m

:

Sun-mou-

ar

Millinery Milliner,

IRELAND'S SARSAPARILL A

Has Been Sold in Santa Fe for Over Fifteen Years and Has Always 6iven Satisfaction.
One Hundred Foil Doses Fot One Dollar. Sold on Absolute Guarantee.

!
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220 San Francisco St., South Side of Piaza.

Indian and flexican
Wares and Cnrios
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.

To have the best of everything in the line.

FOR

Trunks,

I

j

j
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Coronado Tent City Kami will
here Friday, May 20th.
The Capital City Club will give its
regular tornightly dance this evening
in Adam's Hall.
Train No. 2 on the Santa Fe from
the south and west will arrive at 7
O'clock this evening.
Santa Fe Lodge B. P. 0. B.,
will hold a special meeting tomorrow
evening. Business, initiation.
The young men of Sunmotint Tent
City are making preparations to give
a minstrel performance next week.
The Republicans of Galisteo precinct
No, X have nominated Jose Leon L.
Madrill as a candidate for school director for the three years' term.
A new cement floor has been put in
the steam laundry which was recently
finished at the U. S. Industrial Indian
School. The building now gives entire
J

ple.

The closing exercises of the public
schools of the city will be held on Friday morning, May 20, at, 10 o'clock in
the various ward schools. Parents
and friends will be made welcome to
these exercises.
Rinma Holt, the young daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Holt, employes at
the 1'. S. Industrial
Indian School,
who has been ill for several
weeks,
has recovered and Mrs. Holt has resumed her duties.
The regular meeting of the Santa Fe
edge No. 2, Knights of Pythias, will
be held in their hall at 8 o'clock 'his
evening, important business to be
transacted. Visiting Knights an? given
a cordial and fraternal welcome.
Mrs. Refugia Ronquilla
de Chaves
as made complaint before .Justice of
the Peace .lose M. Garcia, against her
husband. Benito Chaves charging him
with assault and extreme cruelty. Tin1
trial will be held as soon as ('haves is

arrested.

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
S. Q. CARTWRIGHT,

Sec'y and Trees.

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers

No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
COFFEE VALUES.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to
match the values we give our custome-er- s
in roasted coffees. We buy the best
coffees we can find and sell them on a
small margin of profit. But more than
that, we handle fresh roasted coffee.
Freshness is just as important as quality. We buy in small quantities and
keep our stock moving. The following are some of our best brands.
Any of them can be duplicated at almost any time. Occasionally, owing to
our policy of carrying small stocks to
insure freshness we may be out of one
particular brand for a day or two.
Ch-.s- e
& Sanborn's Seal Brand, 1
.40
and 2 pound cans, per pound..
Chase & Sanborn's SOUTH SEA
.25
Blend, 1 pound cartons, per lb. .
Pure Cream Java and Mocha, 3
1.00
pound cans, each
Ferndell Mocha and Java, 1 and 2
40
'.
pound cans
Ferndell Mocha and Java blind, 1.00
pound cartons, .35, 3 for
Ferndell Albion blend, 1 pound

Dr. PRICE'S
CREAM

BAKING POWDER
helps housekeepers more than

any other article in the

;

household. Its use protects
the health of the children

Considerable dyphtheria is reported
at the CochitI pueblo and Dr. Knapp
has been sent to that pueblo ro examine into the matter and to do all of Las Vegas, of which Jefferson
that can be done for the afflicted peo- nolds, the well known banker, is

Gus Mulholland, who has The con-trafor the drilling of an artesian
well at the U. S. Industrial Indian
School has gone to Los Tanos on the
El IJaso & Northeastern Railway to pul
it) machinery for the sinking of a well
at that point. He will return to Santa

d

jt jt

ABOUT
THE SOUTHWEST,
The Rock leland system offers 20
prizes, of the aggregate value of $390,
for letters relative to the territory
along its lines in Arkansas. Kansas,
Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas
and New Mexico. Letters should deai
with the writer's experiences since he
settled in the southwest. They should
tell how much money he had when he
arrived, what he did when he first
came, what measure of success has
since rewarded his efforts and what he
thinks of that portion of the country
n which he is located. Letters should
not be less than 300 nor more than 1,
500 words in length and will be used
for the purpose of advertising th
southwest.
Letters are desired not only from
farmers and farmers' wives, but also
from merchants, school teachers, cler
symen from everyone, in brief, who
has a stor to tell and who knows how
to tell it.
For circular giving delaiis, writ
John Sebastian, passenger traffic
ager, Rock Island system, Chicago,
$390 FOR LETTERS

J

-

GOTO

GEO. W. HICKOX, President

5

7, X904.

satisfaction.

Valises,
Telescopes,
Suit Cases,

rl'f 71A

m

1

flour is made has been kept up to date
and contains the best machinery for
producing the highest grade product of
the miller's art. Many of the most
critical buyers in Santa Fe have used
this flour for twenty years. If you are
not using it now a trial will prove to
your advantage.
50 pound sack, only $1.50.

FERNDELL PRODUCTS.
We secured the agency for the Ferndell brand of pure foods several yea
ago. The pcssibilities in the way of
selling high grade pure foods were unknown to us. We have found by experience that there is a large and growing
class of consumers in Santa Fe that
appreciate the efforts of the makers of
this brand of food to produce something above the ordinary. All kinds of
canned vegetables, all kinds of canned
fruits, catsup, exquisitely delicious preserves, the finest quality of rice in cotton sack tapioca, sago, cocoa, etc.,
are among the many articles that
may now be had under the FERNDELL
25 brand.
cartons
40
1 pound jars preserves, each
IMPERIAL FLOUR.
65
We never grow tired telling the good 2 pound jars preserves, each
35
qualities of IMPERIAL PATENT flour 3 pound sacks rice
30
There is, and there can be, no better Pint bottles catsup
20
flour made. None but the best selected 3 pound cans sweet potatoes
25
wheat is used. The mill in which this 3 pound cans sugar beets

6aze

lew

On Our

Furniture

Handsome Baby Car
riages and
of the Latest Makes
Go-Car-

ts

New and Second Hand
Will furnish your house from the
kitchen to the garret for cash or on

The Installment Plan.
No trouble to show ou through the
establishment wheter you buy or not
ana if you buy will deliver goods free

D. S. LOWITZKI.

Fe shortly.
The Chicago Inter-Oceaof Sunday.
May 8, reprinted In full the article on
the "Stone Lions of Cochiti." by Hon.
L. B. Prince, recently published
by
the New Mexican in pamphlet form,
with a large half page illustration ingeniously devised by combining the
two illustrations in the pamphlet.
The coal mines at Monero, owned
by the Kio Arriba Coal company under the management or J. H. Crist are
working about :!0 men and are turning
put 100. tons of coal per day. The
properties owned by G. W, Kutz &
Company at the same place have a
daily out put of about 30 tons and are
working from ten to fifteen men. The
camp is quiet and rather dull.
The first of the cottages to be erect
ed for the married employes at the U,
S. Industrial Indian School, is nearly
completed. The construction of two
others will soon commence. The cot
tages will be located west of the new
park and are to extend from the cen
tral driveway at the school to the Cer- rillos Koad. They will be very neat
and commodious houses. The number
of these cottages to be built during
the coming fiscal year is four.
The last meeting of the Forum for
this season was held last evening in
the Presbyterian Church and was well
L. B. Prince
attended.
ave a scholarly talk on the Pueblo
Pecos stating the origin of the name
and much of the early history of the
followed
settlement. Judge Abbott
with an equally enjoyable and instructive address on Pajarito Park and the
Cliff Dwellers. Professor E. L. Playter
ead a selection from Henry Van
Dyke, "Who Owns the Mountains."
Albino Lopez of Embudo died at his
home in that town yesterday afternoon
at 2 o'clock of the infirmities of old
age. He was GO years old at the time
of his death. Mr. Lopez conducted a
hotel at Embudo and also ran a gener
al merchandise business. He was well
known in this county and In Santa Fe,
having been a resident of this city
for a number of years. The funeral
will occur this afternoon from his
home in Embudo. Several relatives
and friends from this city will attend.
Santa Fe's sunshine is all the more
appreciated today for the local show
ers which have laid the dust and bene
fited the gardens of the city. Generally fair weather with stationary temperature is predicted for tonight and
Wednesday.
Yesterday he maximum
temperature was 69 degrees at J: 50 p.
m. and the minimum 44 degrees at
4:30 a. m., the relative humidity for
the day was 38 per cent and precipitation a trace of rain. At 6 o'clock
this morning the temperature was 40
degrees.
The Plaza Trust and Savings Bank

Pumpkin pie like your mother used

Rey-

ores- - to make, at the Bon Ton.

ident, has adopted a plan of banking
)y mail, which makes it possible for
every one to have an account no matter where he may live. Many people
are unable to enjoy the advantages
and profits of the savings depositor be
cause they live where there is no savings bank: but by corresponding with
the Las Vegas bank every man, woman
and child may avail himself of the untold blessings and benefits of a growing savings account.

The Hanna Insurance Agency has removed from its former location in Catron block to office formerly occupied
by George YV. Knaebe! In Griffin block.
Phone No. GG.
Coronado Tent C ty Hand will
here Friday, May : 0th

be

MONEY'S DIGEST.
The New Mexican Printing Comhas
made
pany
arrangements
IMPROVEMENTS ON
with the publisher of Money's Digest
NAVAHO RESERVATION of the New Mexico reports to sell the
same at the reduced price of $6.50,
delivered in any pat of the Territory.
Government Intends to Build School This
price will hold good only for a
and Dwelling Houses. Sink Wells
limited time in order to reduce the
and Construct Irrigation
stock so as to pay for the publishing
Canals.
of the book.. This price is subject to
The government expects to expend withdrawal
without notice, cash to
about $100,000 In improvements such accompany each order.
as school houses, the construction of
irrigation canals and the sinking of artesian wells on the Navaho reservation. Two government buildings have
jusi been erected on a site about 100
miles southwest of Durango on the
San Juan River and near the center of
In
by
the reservation.
One of these buildings is a school house 20 by 32 feet and
the other a four room dwelling 26 by
THE NEW MEXICAN
built of stone and finished inside
PRINTING COMPANY.
and out in the best manner.

Legal Blanks
Stock and for Sale

j

&

U. S. WEATHErt BUREAU NOTE3.
Forecast for New Mexico: Generally

fair tonight and Wednesday; stationary
temperature,
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows:
Maximum temperature. 69
degrees, at 3:50 p, m.i minimum. 44
The mean
degrees, at 4:30 a. in.
temperature for the 24 hours was 5P degrees. Relative humidity, 38 per tout.
Precipitation, a trace.
Temperature at 6:00 a. in. tolay, 40
degrees.

MARKET REPORT.

GOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS.
The Burlington Route has recently
issued a
booklet bearing the
title "Mines and Mining in the Blactf
Hills."
The book is one which should be
read by every mining man in CoIo
rado. It gives more information about
the mines of the Black Hills than has
ever before been placed between two
covers. A copy will be moiled fre
on application to the undersigned.
The Black Hills need Colorado men
and money. Several of the shrewdest
men in this state have already invested heavily in the Hills. The results
so far have been more than satisfac
tory. The completion of the Bui ling-ton'- s
new line to the Northwest brings!
the Black Hills within a night's rid
of Denver. You can leave Denver tonight and be in Deadwood or Lsad
City tomorrow afternoon.
G. W. VALLERY,
Gen'l Agent, Burlington Route, Denver, Colo.
e

The New Mexican Printing Com,
pany is headquarters for engraved
cards de visite in New Mexico.
Get
your work done here and yov will be
pleased in every particular.
The best is not too good for the Bon
Ton.
Keep your business ever before the
public by advertising in your home
paper. A good advertiser aiTvaya has
s iceess in any honest
enterprise.

MINING BLANKS.
Amended Location Notice, 2 sheet.
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet.
Proof of eLabor,
sheet.
Do
jj
w How
Lode Mining Location,
sheet.
X
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
If you want to rent houses 36
Title Bond to Mining Property, l- -l
or rooms,
Jg.
sheet.
If you want to sell any- Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop- X
38
thing,
erty, 2 sheet.
St
to find any lost S6
want
If
you
sheet.
Mining Deea,
X
38
article,
Mining Lease, 2 sheet.
38
38
2
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet
38
ADVERTISE IN
Coal Declaratory Statement and Pow38
38THE NEW MEXICAN
Affer of Attorney and
38
38
idavit, 2 sheet.
58 For forty years the
Recognized 36
Notice of Kight to Water, 4 sheet 36
38
Advertising Medium of
Forfeiture, orPublishing Out Notice, 38
38
SANTA FE
sheet.
X
38
STOCK BLANKS.
38 36 38 36 36 38 X 36 38 36 38 X 36 38 3C 38
S
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Ven4
Jor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
(In books 25 blanks," 40c. per book.)
Bill of Sale, Animals Not
Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery, 4 sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
Brand, 2 sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Haa-dl- e
Animals Not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand, 2 sheet.
Certificate of Brand, 2 sheet

"When, Where and
It
to

1- -2

1- -2

1-

-

AND METAL.
May 17. Monev on call,

MONEY
New York.
2
easy, 1
cantile paper

55

'A

per cent. Prime mer4.'4 per cent. Silver

.

New Vork. Mav 1. Lead quiet 84 03;
$13.50.
copper, dull 813.35
GRAIN.
IT. Close.
May
Chicago,
Wheat,

May, 95
July,
Corn, Mav,
May,

86$.

40; July, 3S).
July,
41;
LARD AND

i2-Oats- ,

RIBS.
PORK,
Pork, May, 811.25; July, ll.37tf.
Lard, May, $0.35; Julv,S0.4T.
Ribs, Mav, $6.35; July, 86.473;.
WOOL MARKET.
St.
Mo.,
Louis,
May IT. Wool,
steady.
Territory and western medium, 16 (B
21; fine medium, Id
IT; fine, 15
IT.

STOCK MARKETS.
New York, May 17. Atchison m',';
pfd., 91? j; New York Central, 113;
Pennsylvania, 113?,; Southern Pacific,
Union Pacific, 82Ji; pfd., 9u; U.
45;
S. Steel, 9; pfd.. 52?.
STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., May 17 Cattle
market receipts, steady to strong.
Native steers, 81.00
85.25; South
84 50; Southern
ern steers. 83.75
cows, $2.23
83.75; native cows and
heifers, 82.00 (3 84.80; Stockers and
feeders, 83.25 ? 84.00; bulls, 82.50
85.00: western
83.80; calves, 82.75
steers, 84.00
$4.75; western cows,
$2.00

Non-Miner- al

1-

-

Remingl,,,,

Santa Fe Central Rail'y.

TIME TABLE1903.

Efiective Sunday. Ooctober
Uutli Bon
No

4,

North Bon ml

ml

Stations.

iMij

Alti No

1

T.uou
2. (to
Santa Fe..
Oil.ve
til "
Douuciana... Arrj 6,650 1.45
IS "
Blnnca. " 6,400 1.20
.Vega
U.HO p 22 "
Ken nelly... " 16,90 12.30
" 6,125 12.10
12.45 p 28 "
Clark
" 6.370 41 2'.
41
"
1.85 p
Stanley
2.18 p 52 "
10.55
Moriarty.. "" 6.250
2 25 p 61 ' ... .Mcintosh..
6.175 10 :
3. 00 p 69 "
Estancia.... "" 9,14010.05
3.86 p 81 "
Millard.... " I6.125 9.30
6.210i 9.00
4.0) p VI "
t'rogresso...
" 6,235 8.40
4.20 p 99 "
Kianca
116
Lve
5.00 p
6.471 8 00
Arr.. Torrance.

11.00
11.15
11.40

a
a
a

S4.25.

p
p
p

vpewf iters

p
p
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
n

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
Sheep market receipts, steady.
Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
the
50
84
85.25:
Muttons,
lambs, 85 00
in Colorado. Utah, Idaho, Monpoints
84
75
86.65; Range wethers.
85.25:
tana, Washington and the Great North
84.90.
Ewes, 83.50
Chicago, May 17.
Cattle, market, vest.
receipts, steady.
Connecting at Torrance, N. M., witn
Good to prime steers, 85.10
85.65; the El
System for
ooor to medium, 84 15
84 90; stockers
Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis and all
and feeders, 83 25 ia 6 50; cows 81.50 (g
east and for El Paso, Texas and
84 40; heifers, 82.25
84.70; canners. points
81.50
82.50; bulls. 82 00 (ct 84 00; all points in Southern New Mexico,
85 25; Texas fed steers. Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
calves, 82.50
84.75.
14.00
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
Sheep market receipts steady.
east and west on the Atchison,
points
Good to choice wethers. 84 .75
S5.55: Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
to
choice mixed, 83.75
fair
84.60:
For rates and information aadress
western sheep, 84.50 3 85.50; nativp
B. W. ROBBINS,
lambs clipped, 84.50 O 86.20- clipped
General Passenger Agent,
western lambs. 84.75 O 86.20; wooled
western lambs, 86.25
Santa Fe, N. M.
86.90.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
Dealers. RltTltH Fe. N. M.

rrfUMt

n

-

NOW JN ITS 30th YEAR
Tim Ra4fag mining
wnrhl, witii the

periodical of the
flf&fiotftU
taff of

any technical publkntion.
a year inducting
Subecriprtoa
U. S.t Canadian, Mximn postage.
Sample ccpy ire. Send for Hook Catalogue.

The Engineering and Mining Journal
261

Broafoay, New York

IRELAND'S PHARMACY
HeaJqtiatet s for Writing Tablets, and High Grade Stationery.
The Most Complete Line Ever Shown in Santa Fe
PRICES

TO SUIT EVERYBODY.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, May 1 7, J 904.

6

TERRITORIAL

7.

TOPICS,

GRANT COUNTY.
George Richardson, one of the pioneer settlers of Grant County, died at
Cananea, Mexico, the Tih Inswnt, He
m
made Finos Altos In Grant County his
home for a great many years and was
well known. He was a blacksmith by
trade.
Supervisor R. C. McClure of the Gila
Reserve, has just returned to Silver
Ciiy from the reserve where he has
been fighting a forest fire in the Black
TO THE FRONT WITH RATES TO
Range, in the southeastern corner of
'the reserve. He says that the snow
Saint Louis, Kansas City and Saint Joseph, Missouri,
of last week was most opportune in
Atchison and Leavenworth, Kansas.
assisting in extinguishing the fire. The
snow not only put the fire out and
saved an immense amount of valuable
timber, but if will help out stockmen
as moisture
in Sierra County great
was badly needed.
From El Paso, Texas.
ROOSEVELT COUNTY.
Mi. Palmer, who is connected with
the Pecos Valley Railway "office at
visited his family on the
Amarilla,
Tickets on Sale May 17 and 31, 1904.
farm near Portales last week.
.1. C. Jones
living 22 miles east of
for Denton
Portales. left Saturday
County. Texas, to attend the wheat
harvest where he has an interest in a
binder. He will return after harvest.
Indications are now that the two ar
well companies will consolidate
tesian
on
Call
liberal Return Limit. For Detailed Information
and set a larger machine over the new
A N. BROWN, G. F. A
T. H. HEALY,
well being drilled in the public square
of Portales and push the work to comPassenger Agent, El Paso, Texas.
pletion.
The old well on the D. Z. ranch nineteen miles east of Portales was cleaned put this week and proves to be an
artesian well of considerable importance. Mr. Nixon was in town after
casing and says that the well has a
splendid flow at a depth of 60 feet.
COLFAX COUNTY.
A. G. Dawson and John Littrell passed through Raton Saturday on their
I would advise you to go to the
way to El Paso, Texas, where they expect to purchase 1,500 head of cattle
which they will ship to Route County,
this, summer.
Colorado.
It will be a liberal education-almo- st
as good
D. J. Leahy, returned to his home in
Raton recently from a trip to the
a trip around the world.
southern part of the Territory. He
says that portion of the Territory is so
It promises to be the biggest and best exposition of
dry that Colfax County looks like a
flower garden in comparison.
the century.
Charles Preddy and Miss Bessie Ray,
both of Catskill, New York, were uniI would like to sell your family their tickets over
ted in marriage at the Palace Hotel in
tfce Santa Fe. I really believe it is the best line to
Raton, on the 6th instant. Rev. Samuel McGill officiated and Mrs. Amy
c.ibke.
You will think so, too. after a trial.
(Redd and J. Y. Fowler acted as bridesmaid and groomsman.
H. S. Lutz Agt, A. T. C& S. F. Ry
Mrs. Henry Schroeder of Raton met
j
N. M.
Santa Fe,
with an accident at Dorsey last Fri
day, where she had been visiting. The
train makes only a brief stop and in
hurrying to get oh board Mrs. Schroeder slipped and fell sustaining interNEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE I
nal injuries, which may prove to be
ROSWEt,L, NEW MEXICO
serious.
Loring E. Colip, son of Mr. and Mrs.
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
E. H. Colip. of Raton, after an ab-- :
Established and Supported by the Territory.
sence of six years has returned to Raton to make that place his home. He
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern Coenlisted in the United States army and
lleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comduring the six years of his absence he
all conveniences.
baths, water-workhas seen considerable of the world,
plete; steam-heateTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 300 per session. Session is
having visited Porto Rico and the
!;firee terms of thirteen weeks each.
Philippines.
A. G. Dawson and son Leo Dawson
HOSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
of Raton went to Santa Fe Wednes-- '
day to superintend the shipping of 30
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
.head of cattle to Route County, Colo-JradMd E. A. Gaboon.
From Santa Fe they will go to
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLSON. SuDt.
Colorado and later will be joined by
Mrs. Dawson and the children and by
Mrs. J. B. Dawson and all will spend
the summer in Colorado.
The funeral of Walter Hill, who died
CO in Salida. Colorado, of pneumonia, was
held at Raton, last Tuesday. The AsWE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
sociation of Machinists in a body attended the funeral, which was held at
China ware, Glassware, Picture Prunes and Moldings Stoves and Ranges
the residence of his sister. Rev. M.
J&aAe to order
Goods Sold on Easy Payments
Armstrong of the Methodist Church
delivered an address. Mr. Hill was
well known here having been employed
In the shops a number of years.
WAGJVER
The board of education of Raton at
a meeting held last Friday evening
"Licensed Embalmer," elected the following teachers for the
year: Professor W. M. Heiney, superintendent and principal of the high
school, Mrs. Cora Polk, assistant principal; Misses Ida Caldwell. Annie Bur-ma10.
San Francisco Street.
Telephone
Mabel Benfer, Florence Slocum,
Night Calls Answered from residence Telephone No. i.
Mrs. Neville Conn, Mrs. Gussies Dyer,
Mrs. A. W. Myers. North side school :
D. L. Lucas, principal; Misses Estelle
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
Nash, Diana Bovier, Mamie Howells
and Jennie Bennett. All salaries below the eighth grade were reduced $5,
and the position of principal and superintendent of the high school were
combined.

Attorney at Law
and Notary Public

1

Round Trip

-

j

Don't miss this opportunity to see

The Wciid'sfFair.

To the World's Fair
WorldFair

as

s,

sea-leve- l;

well-witere-

THE qAS. WAGJEH FURfHTUIE

ChLES

Yes, it s the

Cured His Mother of Rheumatism.
"My mother has been a sufferer for
many years with rheumatism," says W.
H. Howard, of Husband, Pa. "At times
she was unable to move at all, while
at times walking was painful. I presented her with a bottle of Chamber-Iain'- s
Pain Balm and after a few applications she decided it was the most
wonderful pain reliever she had ever
tried, in fact, she Is never without it
now and is at all times able to walk
An occasional application of Pain Balm
keeps away the pain that she was for
merly troubled with." For sale by all
druggists.

Burlington.
Yes you are right, the Burlington is
still the best line from Denver to St. Louis
and Chicago, as it has always been.
You know the reasons Burlington
trains over Burlington rails all the way

clean and comfortable cars fast and reliable schedules courteous and obliging
employes good meals in Burlington
dining cars.

Coronado Tent Cltv Band
here Friday. May 20th.

Two trains daily
to Chicago and St. Louis

be

-

17th St.

G W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.
F

Veal Estate ngency
III San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.

TuwWtl

Sun
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1
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2
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'

30
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Frl

jThtur

Sat
""

6j6
la

13

T4

19

90

"si

SO

27

38

j

81
"

N. M.

Lands and houses for sale. Home- INFORMATION BUREAU OF
steads located. Rents collected. Titles
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
ixamlned. Conveyancing, etc , etc.
bureau has been established at 8io
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charga
of Phil P. Hir.chcock, where information will be cheerfully iurrishsd.

Cut the Can
and compare the quality of

Economy

Sew Ijome Bakery

Brand
Evaporated
Cream

o

It will pay you to advertise. Try

FRESH

Masonic.

EVERY DAY

DELIVERED

MONTEZUMA LODGh
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday in
each month at Masonlt
Hall at 7:30 p. m.

Special Orders Can Be Left at
KAUNE'S GROCERY

Mts. E. Helbig.

Upper Palace Avenue.
Keep your business ever before the
public by adv rtidng in your home
paper. A good advertiser always has
success in any honest enterprise.
HERBINE
Will overcome indigestion and dyspepsia; regulate the bowels and cure liver
It is the best
and kidney complaints.
blood enricher end invigorator in the
world. It is purely vegetable, perfectly harmless, and should you be a sufferer from disease, you will use it if you
are wise.
R. N. Andrews, editor and manager,
Cocoa and Rockledge News, Cocoa,
'I have used your Her-binFla.. writes:
in my family, and find it a most
excellent medicine. Its effects upon
myself have been a marked benefit. I
recommend it unhesitatingly." 50c. at
Fischer Drug Co.

e

ANNUAL MEETING, GERMAN BAPTIST BRETHREN.
Carthage, Mo., May 19 to 27, 1904.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
sell tickets from. Santa Fe, N. M., to
Carthage or Joplin, Mo., at $28.85 tickets will be on sale May 18 to 24, good
to return until May 31.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
A POSITIVE NECESSITY.
Having to lay upon my bed for 14
days from a severely bruised leg, I
only found relief when I used a bottle
I can
of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
cheerfully recomm, nd it as the best
medicine for bruises ever sent to the
afflicted. It has now become a positive
necessity upon myself. D. R. Byrnes,
Merchant, Doverville, Texas. 25c. 50c,
$1.00 at Fischer Drug Co.

b

STORY

Phone 39.

CLARK

Pianos!

it

SOCIETIES.

Bread, Cakes, Pies

with any of its imitations.
Note the difference, bee how
smooth and appetizing ourl
product is, owing to its
which
heavy consistence,
keeps the butter fat equally
distributed, in contrast with
the cheap and thin imita- tions which allow the but
ter fat to rise and form
unsightly clods.

spitz '

H.

vv iw

P. CRICHTON, Secretary

SANTA FE CHAPTER,
No. 1, R. A. M. Regula
convocation second Monday In each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FE COMMANDER?
No. 1, K. T.

Regular

co-

-

?lave fourth Monday in each
month
at Masonic Hall at
Musicians
Read What Accomplished
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
Piano.
and
Clark
of
the
Say
Story
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

"Equal if not "uperior to any instruK. OF P.
ment I have had occasion to use."
Berthold.
Barron
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
"Shows such superiority of workof PYTHIAS Regular meeting evmanship and finish as must make
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
them welcome to any household."Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Leonora Jackson.
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
resonant in tone and
"Grand
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
lightfully sweet and tender" MathilJOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
da Bauermeister.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
"I cannot speak too h'ghly of your
pianos, they seem to be unsurpassable." R. Watkin Mills.
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
richness of tone, splendid carrying
power and excellent action." Rosa
Olitzka.
tone and
r
"They are mod- Is
touch." Marie Engle.
"I find your piancs vonderfully sympathetic for accompanying the voice."
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
me. I consider them second to none."
David Frangcon Davies.
"I think it capabl of the fullest expression of musical thought." Ellen
Beach Yaw.
"In my opinion they rank among th ...
very best pianos of the day." Emile
-

f;--

I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. .
Meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. 0.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
A. O. U. W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
Meets every second and fourth Wednesday at o p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workmaa.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
B. P. O. ELKS.

Sauret.
SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.R
ELKS' RACING ASSOCIATION
Holds its regular session on the
of
a
of
beautiful
"Possessed
quality
MEETING.
tone and a most sympathetic touch." second and fourth Wednesdays
of
31
3d.
to
June
Trinidad, Colo., May
each month. Visiting brothers are InFernando de Lucia.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
"I was perfectly charmed with its vited and welcome.
sell tickets to Trinidad and return
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
of tone o.nd delightful touch.
4
June
beauty
good for return passage until
A.
J.
FISCHER, Secretary.
Allitsen.
Francis
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
"Their tone is sweet as well as reson
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
One of the gre..tert blessings a mod ant. Are remarkably adapted for ac
est man can wish fc is a good, reliable companying the voice." Clementine
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
set of bowels. If you are not the happy de Vere Sapio.
possessor of such an outfit you can THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visitlnf
Employ only expert workmen and no chiefs cordially Invited.
greatly improve the efficiency of those
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
you have by the judicious use of Cham piece work or contract work is done
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets in their factories.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
They are pleasant to take and agree
They have won renown on two con
able in effect. For sale by all drug tinents for excellence and beauty of
Cloudcroft!
For handsome destheir instruments.
gists.
criptive literature and detailed inforPrices and terms most liberal.
mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
Call on the General Agent for New
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS
Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, NorthThe New Mexican Printing Company Mexico,
eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
has prepared civil and criminal dockets
especially for the use of Justices of the
peace. They are especially ruled, with
Santa Fe, N. M.
' '
printed headings, in either Spanish or Who will show
Santa Fe Filiiree and
the
and
you
Story
paper, Clark Pianos In the several
English, made of good record
styles and
strongly and durably bound with leath finish
Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
er back and covers and canvas sides;
and Goldan Oak.
have a full index in front and the fees
Jewelry MannfactnrinE Co.
of Justices of the peace and constables
printed in full on the first page. The
inches. These books
pages are 10
are made up in civil and criminal doc
and
kots, separate, of 320 pages each or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
WITH
bock, 80 pages civil and 320 pages criminal. To Introduce them they are offer
ed at the following low prices:
$4 00
Civil or criminal
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
rONSUMPTION
Price
Combination civil and criminal S 00..
OUGHS and
50c ft 1 1.00
FOR
For 45 cents additional for a single
JOL0S
Free Trial.
docket or 65 cents additional for a combination docket, they will be sent by
for ail
Cure
and
Surest
Quickest
mall or prepaid express. Cash in full
THROAT and LUNG TROUBmust accompany order. State plainly
LES, or MONEY BACK.
Laujhlio Building, Dan Gasoar Avenue.
whether English or Spanish
printed
heading Is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
SXSSSXSSXSSVlXXXSSOi
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

FRANK DIBERT

KILLthe

cough

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King

Gold

I Silver Filigree

New Discovery

WHITE'S

From one doze; to fifty copie
A
the New Mexican are sent out dally
to enquiries and applicants
concern
ing Santa Fe. This is the very best
kind of advertisement and is bearing
good fruit, as the large number of
tourist and health-seeker- s
in the city
abundantly shows.

The Santa Fe announces another ser
ies of homeseekers' tickets from points
in the middle west to New Mexico and
Arizona, the rate for the round trip
will be one fare plus $2 and tickets will
be good for 21 days from date of sale.
fifty-twEvery Monday evening,
They. will be sold every first and third times
a year, the New Mexican Print
Tuesday from May to December.
ing Company pays to its emjloyes over
$400. This money all goes to the busOld papers for sale at the New Mer
iness men of Santa Fe. Send us your
ican office
printing, advertise your business and
show that you appreciate enterprise.
Clondcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."
Season June 18 to September SO, 1904It will pty you to advertise. Try It.
-

BUYER

1904 rJTWajr. 1904

15

Cream Vermifuge
THE

r

REMEDY

THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE

TONIC.

BEWARE or IMITATIONS.
THE GENUINE PftCPAR CO ONLY SY

BaHard-Sno-

w

Stock

In the
GUARANTEED

WORM

o

Ticket Office. 1039

k

WIELANDY

The El Paso Northeastern System

$25:00 For

F. WIELANDY,

Liniment Co.

ST. LOUVS. MO.
For Sale By
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Santa Fe, N. M.

4

BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

MUTUAL

LOAN

Of Santa Fe
Is w:rth $1.40 per share and matures when wot th $200. The last
dividend wis neatly g per cent.
Dividends are credited every six 3
K
months
B
in.
start
NOW! Is the time to
Further information furnished by

s

R.J. CRICHTON, Secretary. 8
Stairs

jj

With I. B. & R. H. HANNA.

g

Office:

Ctr-,-

el lock, Up

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, May S7, 1904.

THE

Aiticles of Incorporation.

CLAIRE HOTEL

J. P. VICTORY

xwe a larant

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,
Of '.he Secretary.
OfflC"
AUorncy at Law and
CERTIFICATE.
I, J. W. Kaynolds, Secretary Of the
FARMING LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION SYSTEM.
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
Territory of New Mexico, lo hereby
These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now beii.f,' offered
certify thera was iiled for record in this
!Jrici! of land with perfor s;tle In tracts of forty acres and Upwards.
office at 9 o'clock a. in. on the 14th (17 San Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N.
The most conveniently located and only fire-proand steam-heate- d
petual water iglits fro in 817 to $'.'" per acre, according to location. Payof
.May, A. D 1904, articles of inday
7.EAL ESTATE LOANS.
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
ments may be mad. f'in ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits of
corporation of Santa Fe Lodge No.
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.
to
securestate
First-clasloan
real
Money
P.
s
O.
B.
upon
and
No.
Buffet
Cafe and
400,
E.,
:"o:;),
throughout. Everything up to date.
i
on
y
also that have compared the followeasy terms.
connedted.
Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men & &
ing copy of the same, with the origHOMES.
inal thereof now on file, and declare it
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gold
I have a nice cottage (double) s!s
to be a correct transcript therefrom
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
ooms on one side, 4 on the
mining districts of KlizabetbtoWD and liuldv. where important mineral
other
and of the whole thereof.
discoveries have lately been made. Olai'QS on unlocated ground may be
wner occupies 4 rooms and the res1
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorgood nelghboi
able to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building set my hand and affixed my official ent for $25 a month;
seal tli is Htb day of May, A. D 1904, iood; ample space to erect other bullNear Baton. N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of th
an
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
ungs on same street;
stables
J. W. RATXOLUS,
(Seal.)
Raton Coal and Colie Company, where employment may be found at
ther outbuildings; the price asked
Mexico.
New
of
Secretary
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
rery low.
By GEO. A. FLEMING,
prospecting can not be successfully done.
.
.
;
4
t
'
Fur particulars and advertising matter apply to
Assistant Secretary.
lsu sen at a. uargaiu cozy nomes ox
LOOK AT THE GLODDS FROM THE TOP
Manhattan avenue, one a now stone
Know all men by these presents: house with all modern improvements;
You
And
That we, Alois B. Henehan, George E. the other an adobe-brichouse, 1
Ellis and John H. Vaughn, residents rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
OUR TRAINS. We go
RATON. NEW MEXICO
of the city and county of Santa Fe and ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choics
in
Territory of New .Mexico, and citizens fruit trees; currant and raspbem
of the United States 01 America, have bushes; Jot 80 by 265 feet. The stone
united together for the purpose of tiouse will be rented.
forming a corporation under the laws
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
of the Territory of New .Mexico, parti
I have several business blocks foi That is why you see our teams so busy
."
of the
and chapter
title
supplying the wants of the peocularly
Miles
Two
ple with our fine
compiled laws of 1897, and thereupon sale on this great mart of trade, some
All
make and execute these articles of in of them producing more than eight
per cent, net, on purchase price asked
of
corporation as follows,
I. The corporate name of the said
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
Address the undersigned for full and reliable Information.
corporation shall be Santa Fe Lodge
I have several other commercial ana
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
No. 460, B. P. O. E.
A. DULOHERY,
WHOLESALE AND RETAII,
II, The objects for which the said 'jusiuess propositions to submit those cle
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texai.
City of Mexico.
to miter mercantile life and to
Tbat there is some difference
corporation is formed are to practice aring
row
with the new era of prosperity
benevolence anil charity according to tow up
in wood. Our wood is the best
coming In with the Santa Fe Cenrules and tral Railway.
the constitution and
to be had & always at your call.
regulations of the Grand Lodge of the
CHURCHES.
Benevolent and Protective
Order of
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
I am authorized to dispose of the ConElks, and the constitution and
of Santa Fe Lodge No. 400, as it now gregational Church, on the south side,
exists: to buy. sell, take, receive, hold Convenient to the contemplated Union OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. & S. F. Depot ami
Phone No."85
of Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
and lease and otherwise dispose
such real or personal property as may be sold cheap, or the building will be
pertain to the purposes of the said or- repa red and leased to responsible
.
ganization.
III. There shall be no capital stock
THERE ARE OTHERS.
of the said corporation.
IV. The term of its existence shall
Several small houses, some stoni
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo- these waters has been thoroughly a
Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
some brick, others frame,
be 60 years.
upon
my oted In the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attested tt
V. The number and names of direc- books, which I -- ouid be glad to sho
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled : : : : :
diseases: Paralysis
miles west of in the following
tors, who shall manage the concerns of in intended purchaser. They are de dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
Rheumatism,
Consumptto
Neuralgia,
W. R. PRICE,
first
three
said
for
the
aos, and fifty miles north of Santa
corporation
N. M. j the
sirably situated, and will bo sold
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kid.
months, or until their successors are cheap.
BarFe, and about twelve miles from
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
Affees
elected and qualified, are: A. L. MoORCHARDS.
ranca Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, tft
Oscar C.
rrison. Jr., Exalted Ruler;
I also have a fruit ranch in a high Grande Railway, from waich point a Female Complaints, etc., etc Board,
Watson, Esteemed Leading Knight:
tate of cultivation, in the suburbs, (tally line of stages run to the Springs, lodging and bathing, $2.60 per day; 14
Norman L. King. Esteemed
Loyal
of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meet
is. B. goicKBtiu;x ItOTIlK W Knight; Jay Turley, Esteemed Lec- with a building site overlooking th the temperature
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Samta 9m
J.
A.
Charles
L,
On
of
Fe.
intlre
Santa
it
there
s
Fischer,
city
J?
Knight:
turing
Come
to
When You
J
Albuquerque Don't Forget J
Haspelmath, Alois B. Renehan, George tn artificial reservoir, the only one 01 carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort ia at
the year tractive at all seasons, and Is open All
delightful
E. Ellis and John H. Vaughn, all of
3 kind in the city, 12 feet or more la very dry and
s
s
whom are citizens of the United Stales lepth, holding over 125,000 gallons o) round. There is new a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Callemt
and residents of the Territory of New water, constantly replenished,
from hotel for the convenience of invalids can leava Santa Fe at 9 a. m., mmM
QUICKEL CBb BOTHE, Proprietors.
Mexico.
which the whole place oan be irrigated and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. the sanM
VI. The principal place of business
? j& J&
(V
lailj during the summer, and which 1,686.24 grains of alkaline Baits to the day. Fare for round trip from But
said corporation shall be at zould be stocked with ih. The land gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to OJo Callente, J7.40. For furtla of
the
Club Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
Fe in the County of Santa Fe contains
v
many hundreds of young trees Sriags in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
Z Santa
j& jgf j&
and Territory of New Mexico.
finest and most valuable variejf
t"
In witness whereof, we have here- ties of
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
fa
apples, peaches, pears, plums,
unto
set our hands this 12th day of
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
ipricots, cherries and other fruits, the
A.
1904.
D.,
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N. th
(Signed)
May.
greater part of which already bear;
ALOIS B. RENEHAN,
young bearing vineyard, thousands ol
GEORGE E. ELLIS.
oushes of currants and other small
JOHN H. VAUGHN.
beds "f asparagus,
fruits; extensive
)
County of Santa Fe.
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables. T
I INCORPORATED I
ss.
"STRONGEST IN
WORLD."
oe scld on easy terms, anJ for much
Territory of New Mexico, t
On this 12th dax of May. A. D., 1904, 'ess than it cost, owing to ill health oi
before me personally appeared Alois che owner.
B. Renehan, George E. Ellis and John
PLAZA PROPERTY.
H. Vaughn, to me well known to be the
To those wishing to catch the creaa
same persons described in and who ex- of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
OF THE UNITED STATES.
ecuted the foregoing articles of incor- at figures that will double themselves
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.
poration, and acknowledged that they in less than three years.
act
same
as
their
free
the
executed
Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes j
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
and deed.
several large tracts of desirable
jale
Sundries.
In witness whereof, I have hereunPatent Medicines and Grocers'
I am permitted to sell at
to set my hand and notarial seal the and which
.
.
.
Dec. 31,
low
One tract contains
very
figure.
day and year in this certificate first ibout 3,500 acres, and Is located about
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVJSN MAIL ORDKK8.
New
JAMES B. READ,
written.
one-ha- lf
miles southwest of
Notary public in and for Santa Fe three and
in
of it Is under
all
Las
JW.l
Vegas; nearly
SANTA FE, N.
County, New Mexico.
fov
(rater
fence; good grazing and
(Seal)
stock; some timber. Another tract b
Dec. 31, 1903 .
i50 acres, 7 miles from
Las Vegas;
Good eating at the Ben Ton.
Jmber and grazing, with an excellent
trcam of water passing over it. Still
ARRIVALS.
HOTEL
.
,
mother tract of 350 acres cf farming
8
west
miles
and
timber
land,
razing
Palace: Mr. and Mrs. S. Lindener,
if Las Vegas, with
running wata.
in
Chicago; Matt S. Reynolds, St. Louis;
;pon it.
C. M. Ward, Chicago; J. A. Scales, A1903
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
lbuquerque; C. A. Carruth, Antonita;
J. Law, Antonito.
I can sell
tracts of lan
Norniandie: Lee Heyduck. Alamosa. suitable for you large
coal or the produ
mining
M.
ALEXANDER, President.
M.
Bon Ton:
Rineck, Chicago: ion of timber.
OALISTEO STREET
William Franklin. Chicago: L. A.
H.
JAMES
HYDE, Vice-PresideCATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
Noblett, Great Falls, Montana; Frank
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
In all parts of the Territory, and
Best of Kefeence Given as an EMBALMER.
Night Calls
Emerson, Pecos; Thomas Devoe. Rico,
Colorado; Charles Mcllvan. El Paso; ne in Wyoming
Albuquerque, N. M.
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.
Gus J. Johnson, El Paso; J. J. HenderI will take
pleasure in showing
L.
A.
MRS.
HARVEY, Agent,
son, Albuquerque.
prospective investors desirable bulh
Claire: J. E. Sheridan. Silver City; Ing ites in the neighborhood of the
102
Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M.
P. J. Woody. Glenwoody; J. W. Fair- Capitol, and in the vicinity of th
Denfield, Glenwoody; E. W. Halpin,
Presbyterian church, and other localver; Mayme Ballentine, Sacaton,
ities of the city which in a few years
will be worth doubly the present ask
For Prospective Purchasers
UK price.
of Building Lots in Estancia
Away ahead of all at Bon Ton.
ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFUREstancia has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER, PURE WATER,
smallest and lightest weight (about
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER.
YORK.
NEW
TO
CHEAP RATES
NISHED.
RUSSEL SAGE'S ADVICE,
repeating gun ever manufactured,
The Mexican Central has recently
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in
up
many new possibilities to the
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
placed on sale tickets to New York and ill parts of the city.
or es
Will soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
It is not a 16 barrel on a
Single,
sportsman.
Central
return going via the Mexican
for light housekeeping.
xa action, but a new,
d,
uite
Some o
"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
properly-proportion- ed
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence them within five
minutes walk ol
modern
with
smokeless
"If you are going to do a good thing, do it in the best war." Is
enables a shooter
that,
gun
powders,
Line
via the famous Ward Steamship
Plaza.
to use a powerful load in a small shell and reduce, materianother maxim of which you wiii appreciate the force if 70a will either
to New York. The return will be by
call on or comn:- -: ;cate with N. r. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
ally, the weight of shells and gun to be carried. The
rail over any line to El Paso. The envl.OT8 ELSEWHERE.
small,
El
10 miles from the Rm
light gun handles fast, results in close holding and
At
tire
of
miles,
Cuervo,
thousands
trip
covering
BE WISE.
increased
can
More
accuracy. QFuU deicription in new Martin Catalog No. 42,asoaf-Sttt64t
I
sell
(stand
road,
Havana, Cuba, and Its famous
you about
Put your money into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
thm ttampt tor pottagt to The Marlin Firearms Co., New Havsn. Conn.
excellent
and
the
a
Castle,
Newport
dozen
of
icres;
patented;
grazing
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a live town, and
largest cities of the Cntted States, land.
your children will rise up and call ou blessed.
be made for $122.50. A more decan
a
to
short
the
within
time
presume that
very
It is entirely safe
lightful trip cannot be. planred as stop Try a New Mexican want "ad."
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest and most subover privileges are allowed and the ticstantial towns in this section of the southwest
kets are good for one year from
the
THE)
desired at once.
Be sure and write for all Information
of sale. The trip includes the City
date
WILL
YOU.
INTEREST
LOTS
THESE
OF
PRICE
of Mexico, the "Paris of America,"
TERM8 TO 8UIT.
Further information can be secured by
Adddresa all comunlcationa to
For Fine Photos.
W. P. 3LARKE,
addressing W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
tv
or
8ANTA FE,
w. D.
Finished in Platinum and
general passenger agent,
NEW MEXICO.
Murdock, assistant general passenger
Wines for Family Use.
Platino.
OUR
Crow, McBnyer. Qockenhamer tty, Tayhw
agent.
Over a million acres 01 land op n for Homes ter.ders In the ESTANand
Old
Paxum,
Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskies.
PLAZA STUDIO
CIA VALLEY good soil and plenty ot water, which can he had from
SAN FRANCISCO STREET
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
SANTA FE, N. HL
Santa Fe, N. M.
icnt to thirty test
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GOLD MINES.
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can

so see the Silver Lining.
do it from
above them
places.

The Maxwell Land Grant Co

k

Mexican Central Railway
With Its

Reaches

Not Luck But Results

of Track

Thousand

the Principal Places

Interest and Note.

;COAL MORIIO

we w

FIDE WOOD

ODPIT.L COAL YARD

s

Tame Wines!

par-ties-

0J0 CALIEJSTE IfOT SPRINGS.

at "OUR PLACE"

I

j

Prop.

Santa Fe.

-

THE

ZEIGER

CAFE?

J

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor

THE

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

H. B, Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Oustanding Assurance
1903

Assurance Issued

1903

Income
Assets
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus
Paid Policy holders

A. P. HOGLE

......

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

$1,409,918,742.00

322.047.968.00
73.718,350.93
381,226.035.53
307,871.897.50
73.354.138.03
34.949,672.27

JAMESjW.

THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME

--

16-GaugeSIhi-

giuia

CMarfc

well-balance-

P. F. HANLEY

Go to Davis

Fine Wines, Liquors r Cigars
JlftfflM.
Nve

i

Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, May

SANTA FE
HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO
Specials for This Week
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OF BOARD

Of EDUGHTIQN
Was Well Attended By the Members
Reports of Committees Read and
Discussed at Length.
The Board of Education
met last
(veiling in the office of the secretary
with all the members present, with the
exception of President T. B. Catron
and Sixto Garcia. In the absence of
the president. Vice President N. B.
Laughlin presided. The minutes of the
last meet ins were read and approved.
Through the efforts Of Delegate
an approved copy of the proclamation donating Fort Marcy Reservation to the Board of Education
was
sent to the board. This copy, and the
correspondence , connected with it,
were turned over to the committee on
judiciary.
The following committees were appointed by the president!
.lames L.
Committee on Finance:
Seligman. Pedro Roybal. X. B, LaughRo-de-

JOHNSON S FLOOR

SPECIALTIES
Johnson's Floor Restorer
Johnson's Floor Wax
Johnson's Fowdered Wax for
Dancing Floors
Johnson's Floor Finish

The Sarsaparilla Season Is Ijere

Now is the time for taking "Spring Medicine,"
according to popular belief
An aperient "blood purifying" medicine during
Uiis season has been proven to be beneficial.
At the end of the winter season the system is clogged
and weakened and more susceptible) to ailments and
disease. A tonic and aperient medicine Is needed' to
thoroughly cleanse the blood and give tone to the
nerves. Such a medicine is

lin.

Call and get book.

Lacqueret

"The .Dainty Decorator"

Makes'old furniture look like
New Line of
new. Beautifies and preserves
all kinds of floors and woodwork. ENAMELED
REFRIGERATORS
Anybody can apply it.

POULTRY NETTING
SCREEN WIRE
GARDEN TOOLS
At our BARGAIN COUNTERS you will be sure to
find just what you are looking for and some
things you need and had not thought of.

Committee on Supplies: Pedro Roybal, N. B. Laughlin, Jose Segura.
Committee on Teachers: A. C. Ireland, Sixto Garcia, C. F. Basley.
on
and
Committee
Buildings
Grounds: C. F. Basley, Sixto Garcia.
James '.. Seligman.
X. H.
Committee on Judiciary:
C.
F.
Sixto
Garcia.
Easley.
Laughlin
Jose Segura.
Auditing Committee:
James L. Seligman, A. C. Ireland.
It was decided that all applications of
teachers for positions in the public
schools for the ensuing year must be
handed in to the board before the first
meeting in June. The special commit
tee appointed at the previous meeting
to correct measurements in the plat of
the Fort Marcy tract, reported some
slight alterations, but no further steps
will be taken with the plat until a called meeting on Friday night, it was decided to widen Grant Avenue, making
it, 60 feet throughout its entire length.
The report of the appraisement commission was read but further action
was reserved for future consideration
when all the members of the board are
present. Messrs. Rivenburg. .Muller,
Sparks and Schumann were present
during the meeting and joined in the
discussions, giving some valuable suggestions to the board. There being no
further business the board adjourned
to meet again on Friday evening in a
special called session.

!

FISCHER'S SARSAPARILLA
The Best Blood Purifier Made
We guarantee
GET A BOTTLE NOW J
J
!

We make it

$i.oo

it

$1.00
230 SAN
FRANCISCO ST

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

This Entire Space is Reserved For

r IOVjIICIv
ITfCiUTT'D

DRUG
COMPANY

Look For Important Announcements

Eat dinner tomorrow and play even
at the Bon Ton.
CITY COUNCIL P1EETS.
Legality of Bicycle Tax Discussed
Petition From Citizens of Second
Ward to Remove Oil Tanks.
The city council met in regular session last evening.
President Garcia
Present at roll call, Baca,
presiding.
Anton, Garcia. Lopez. Walker and
Kaune. The minutes of the previous
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
meeting were read and approved.
A petition was presented to the coun
cil by the tax payers and residents of
the second ward asking for the remov
B001(S, STATIOJiEIY, HAGAZIJIES, PERIODICALS.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President
al of the oil storage house and oil AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS- Headquarters for
tanks of the Continental Oil Company,
Ton.
Bon
to
crowd
the
Follow
the
near the Santa Fe Railway depot. The
petition stated that the buildings and
ANY ONE desiring male help of any
tanks were a menace to the property
in that vicinity, as they were in con- kind please notify Alan R. McCord.
stant danger of being ignited from Secretary Capital City Band.
208 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
sparks from an engine. The petition
upSALE
Standard make,
FOR
was signed by '20 of the property ownSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
ers and taxpayers of the ward. The right piano in good condition. One-hal- f
matter was referred to the committee its regular cost. Address F. M. Box
on public works.
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
Report of City Treasurer W. E. GrifFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
fin, was then read. He reported after
e At Oar
all bills were paid that there was on A few comfortably furnished rooms
Claire
at
use
of
bath.
with
in
National
First
Apply
the
Bank,
deposit
Undertaking Parlors
The bond of W. E. Griffin as
$124.81!.
treasurer of the city was duly apThe Latest Scientific Method! of Eal
GIRL WANTED To do house work
proved by the finance committee and
Coils Answer
Iraoi too Parlors Day or Night or oy DOROTEO SENA Agoo
the council and was placed on file. and cooking in small family. Apply at in Baployei.
MANUFACTURER OF
The bond was given with the United the New Mexican Printing office for Pria Road. Oar Parlors Coasiat of a Nicely aod Appropriately Fitted Up Saite at No. Ill
States Fidelity and Guaranty Company more particular information.
Uacola Arcane, Weal Side Plata, Saata Pa, New Mexico,
of Baltimore, Maryland, in the sum of
ALL KINDS OT PICTURE FRAMING.
AGENTS make $6 daily selling the
The committee on streets
$10,000.
DEALER IN
and sidewalks reported that nothing cheapest and most perfect Water Filhad yet been done in the way of build- ter ever invented. Retails at $2. Big
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
Seneca
ing new walks, that the property own- profit. Exclusive territory.
ers along San Francisco Street had Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
Repairing of flue watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
been served with notices as to the
FILIGREE it WHOLESALE
1QM tal IIDIil GOODS
OTERO'S SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS.
UTUs building of new walks.
Hotel and bath houses now open to
The question as to the legality of the
247 San Francisco
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
the
it
as
was
now
taken
tax
stands
public. Store in connection for the
bicycle
of
accommodation
A
a
discussion
ensued.
campers.
lively
up and
R. C. FREELOVE, Manager.
letter from City Attorney A. B. Rene
han was read, and in it he stated
Pure Whiskey. How do you know it
that the bicycle tax as set forth in the
present ordinance referring to it. was is? You can see it drawn from the
not legal, that it was substantially an original package. Purity guaranteed
other poll tax. It was then moved by the government of the U". S. "Teleseconded and unanimously passed that phone 94." "The Wine Store."
Attorney Renehan be instructed to
HUSBAND WANTED.
draft a new ordinance in reference to
widow, highest
Refined, educated
the bicycle tax.
Marshal Gorman stated that he was moral standing, tall, good looking,
in need of tools for street work. The cheerful, sunny nature, entirely unenmatter was referred to the finance cumbered and independent, desires the
committee with instructions to pur- acquaintance of a gentleman similarly
situated. Highest references given
chase the necessary tools.
toe attention ot the council was and exchanged. Object matrimony.
called to the fact that the streets were Address A. B. C, New York Herald,
infested with stray burros and dogs. N. Y Box 530.
--Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
a
After
the
mar
discussion,
general
J
entire stock of
shal was instructed to attend to secur- OF INTEREST TO ALL.
a
in
corral
suitable
which
Goldie
to
Watch
The
ng
lodge
Shop formerly
MEXICAN BLANKETS. POTTERY
INDIAN
the stray burros, and to report at the with Blain's Bazaar, has moved In
DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
next meeting. The fate of the dogs with the Santa Fe Filigree Manufacwill be decided later.
208
Don Gaspar Ave
turing Company,
STAN DARD GRAND. 8W3LT. t P.OHT.
At less than Cost
.There being no further business the nue. A more appropriate place for
LOCK AND CHAIN STITCH.
council adjourned to meet the first good first class watch repairing as
TWO MACHINES IN ONE.
well as clocks, typewriters and sewing
Monday in June.
TOURISTS:
BALL BEARING STAND WHEEL.
machines, popular prices. All work
We also manufacture sewing machines that
fully guaranteed.
HOTEL DESTROYED BY FIRE.
Do
retail from $12.00 up.
GOLDIE CHAPMAN.
Monday night, the hotel at Hope re
The "Standard" Kotary runs as silent as the
&
tick of a watch.
Makes 300 stitches while
cently taken charge of by R c. Smith
other machines make 200.
Coronado Tent City Band will be
some
fire
from
unknown
cause,
aught
Apr!y to our local dealer, or if there is He
dealer in your town, address
and burned. Mr. Smith had only had here Friday. May 20th.
Send lor Catalogue
THE
H
Sign of the Old Cart
charge a week. The loss will be $1,- Lamb fries, sweet breads at the
00 and was partially covered by n In
Standard Sewing Machine Co.,
surance of $1,000.
Cor. San Francises Street and Burro All oy
Bon Ton.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

WAN

JACOB WBLTMEE
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

ITHE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

l

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

United States Designated Depositary.

Filigree Jewelry

$

DUDROW & MONTENIE

ill

St

STANDARD

J

S

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

ft Rotary

s

Shuttle

Sewing
Machine

CLOSING

I
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n
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SALE!

j

S
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and

BASKETS.

you know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museum
&

u

.

